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Sammanfattning
Språken som talas på norra Halmahera och omkringliggande småöar utgör en grupp av besläktade
’papuanska’ språk som kallas Nord-Halmahera-språk. De ingår också, ihop med andra papuanska och
austronesiska språk, i ett antaget sprachbund som kallas för Östra Nusantara. Neutrum-genus och
numeriska klassificerare har båda föreslagits karakterisera sprachbundet. Således kan en undersökning
av substantivklassificering från ett historiskt och typologiskt perspektiv i Nord-Halmahera-språken,
som är ämnet för den här studien, vara av intresse för karakteriseringen av sprachbundet. Metoden för
undersökningen är att söka efter information för sju språk i existerande grammatiska beskrivningar,
kompletterat med information som kan fås från publicerade texter på språken. Det förekommer
huvudsakligen två klassificeringssystem i alla de undersökta språken: genus och numeriska
klassificerare. Räkneorden innehåller ofta fossiliserade prefix. Bland de numeriska klassificerarna är
människo-klassificerarna speciella genom sitt ursprung i pronominella undergoer-prefix och den
begränsade användnings-möjligheten i vissa språk. Utom i västmakianska, förekommer en allmän
klassificerare och en klassificerare för träd, och sekundärt för hus, i alla språk. En klassificerare för
två-dimensionella objekt är också ganska vanlig. Övriga klassificerare används oftast med ett mycket
begränsat antal substantiv.
Nyckelord
Substantivkategorisering, Nord-Halmahera-språk, numeriska klassificerare, räkneord, genus.

Abstract
The languages spoken on northern Halmahera and surrounding small islands constitute a group of
related ‘Papuan’ languages called North Halmahera. They are also, together with other Papuan and
Austronesian languages, included in a proposed sprachbund which is called East Nusantara. Neuter
gender and numeral classifiers have both been proposed to characterize the sprachbund. Consequently,
an investigation of the noun categorisation systems in the North Halmahera languages, which is the
subject of this study, can be of interest for the characterization of the sprachbund. The method for the
investigation is to search for information about seven languages in existing grammatical descriptions,
complemented with information which can be culled from published texts in the languages. There are
mainly two categorisation systems in all the investigated languages: genders and numeral classifiers.
The numerals often contain fossilized prefixes. Among the numeral classifiers, the human classifiers
are special because of their origin from pronominal undergoer prefixes and the limitations of its use in
some languages. Except in West Makian, there is a default classifier and a classifier for trees, and
secondarily for houses, in all languages. A classifier for two-dimensional objects is also quite
common. The other classifiers are used with a very limited number of nouns.
Keywords
Noun categorisation, North Halmahera languages, numeral classifiers, numerals, gender.
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Abbreviations
(an eight-digit number)
1
2
3
*a

A=B
A>B
A
ACT
ADD
C
CLF
DEM
DIST
EXCL
F
FM
G
IA
INCL
IPFV
LANDWARD
LOC
M
MVM
NH
NNH
NM
NOM
PFV
PL
PRED
PNH
POL
POSS
PREP

1

a verse from the New Testament with that number1
first person
second person
third person
1. The form a is reconstructed in a proto-language
2. The form a is not found in a language but is an underlying form
from which existing forms in the language can be inferred
A or B is a clitic
the actor pronominal prefix A is followed by the undergoer prefix B
animate
actor
additional participant
consonant
classifier
demonstrative
distal
exclusive
feminine gender
female marker
Galela
inanimate gender
inclusive
imperfective
direction towards land
locative
masculine gender
middle voice marker
1. non-human gender
2. North Halmahera
Northern North Halmahera (Northeast Halmahera + Sahu + Ternate +
Tidore)
noun marker
nominalization
perfective
plural (human is implied in the Norhern North Halmahera languages)
predicate forming affix
Proto-North Halmahera
polite
possessive
preposition

In the digital editions of the New Testament the first two numbers refer to the book (beginning with
number 40, which is Mattew), the next three numbers refer to the chapter and the last three numbers to
the verse.

PRON
PROX
RED
REP
RNM
S
SG
STAT
Ta
Te
Ti
To
TOWARDS
UND
V
VF
WM

free pronoun
proximal
reduplication
repetitive
relational noun marker
Sahu
singular
stative
Tabaru
Ternate
Tidore
Tobelo
the direction towards
undergoer
vowel
verb formative
West Makian
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Introduction

1.1

General introduction

The great majority of the languages spoken west of New Guinea in Indonesia belong to the
Austronesian language family. However, the languages spoken in the northern part of the eastern
Indonesian island of Halmahera and on some of the small islands to the west of the main island belong
to the North Halmahera language family, which is not a part of the Austronesian family and has not
been proved to be related to any other languages. Because these languages have been in contact with
Austronesian languages for a long time, it seems likely that there should have been some mutual
influence between the two families. Several authors have proposed that there is a sprachbund in this
area, which minimally includes Halmahera and the Bird’s Head of New Guinea, and several features
have been proposed as showing Austronesian influence on the North Halmahera language family. In
this study, noun categorisation, which includes a gender system and a numeral classifier system (see
section 2.3), is investigated in more detail. Based on earlier investigations (Schapper 2010; Klamer
2014), it is expected that Austronesian influence would be found in the second case, but not in the
first.
The investigated languages are West Makian, Tidore, Ternate, Sahu, Tabaru, Galela and Tobelo.
Subgroups of North Halmahera which are often referred to in this study are Northern North
Halmahera, which contains all the languages except West Makian, and Northeast Halmahera, where
Tabaru, Galela and Tobelo are included.
The main focus in this study is on the historical development of gender and numeral classification in
the North Halmahera languages, especially the origin of the classifiers and their etymological
connection to other elements. In that context, a possible influence from Austronesian languages is of
importance, but how common the properties of the investigated features of these languages are
typologically is very relevant for how to judge the historical development, so the typological profile is
also treated. Some remarks are also made concerning the implications of the analysis for the
genealogical subgrouping of the languages.
The study begins with putting the North Halmahera languages in their genealogical, areal and
typological context (2.1). Other prefatory materials is a presentation of the sound laws of the North
Halmahera languages (2.2) and the most important points for this study in the theoretical literature
used (2.3). In chapter 3 the purpose of the study, i.e. to investigate the noun categorisation systems in
the North Halmahera languages, and the research questions, which concern the history, properties and
typological characteristics of gender and numeral classification in the languages and also Austronesian
influence and implications of this investigation for the subgrouping of the North Halmahera languages
is stated. In chapter 4 the method, i.e. the collecting of information from published grammatical
descriptions and in some cases from texts, which materials were used and the procedure is described.
Chapter 5 contains the results, i.e. the material relevant for answering the research questions which
was culled from the sources (grammars and texts). The separate description of gender and numeral
classification is justified in section 5.1. In section 5.2 the gender systems are described, first for West
Makian (5.2.1) and then for the other languages (5.2.2). In section 5.3 the cardinal numerals are
described. In section 5.4 the numeral classifiers are described, first the word order in the numeral
phrase (5.4.1), then the numeral classifiers in West Makian (5.4.2) and finally the classifiers in the
Northern North Halmahera languages, first the human classifier (5.4.3) and then the other numeral
classifiers (5.4.4). A list of classifiers is transferred to an appendix because of its length. Chapter 6
contains discussions. The gender systems are discussed in subsection 6.1.1, beginning with the
genders in the polite pronouns in Tidore and Ternate (6.1.1.1). Then the gender systems are compared
with those found in the languages of the world (6.1.1.2) and finally the character of the systems as
1

semantic, pronominal and referential is discussed (6.1.1.3). In subsection 6.1.2 the cardinal numerals
are analysed in terms of which prefixes they contain. In subsection 6.1.3 some special classifiers are
discussed, especially their etymological connection with other elements in the languages: the ‘polite’
classifier go- in West Makian (6.1.3.1), the human/animate classifiers (6.1.3.2-4) and some other
classifiers (6.1.3.5). A summary of the conclusions which are drawn about the etymological
connection between the prefixes is found in sub-subsection 6.1.3.6. Finally there is a discussion of the
problems with giving exact number of sortal numeral classifiers in these languages (6.1.3.7) and a
comparison with other languages found in eastern Nusantara of what kind of entities are classified in
the North Halmahera languages (6.1.3.8). In section 6.1.4 the marginal position of the human
classifiers is commented on. In subsection 6.2.1 the difficulty in determining which of the
animate/inanimate or the human/non-human gender distinctions is original in the North Halmahera
languages is discussed and in 6.2.2 some indications for the subgrouping of the North Halmahera
languages which can be found in the material used for this study are mentioned. Section 6.3 discusses
the method in terms of reliability and validity. In chapter 7 the answers to the research questions (7.1)
and suggestions for further research (7.2) are found.

1.2

Some conventions

1.2.1
The labeling of morphological elements and the division of words
I have generally followed the principles in the Leipzig Glossing Rules (Comrie et al. (2008)) for
glossing, labels and their abbreviations and in addition generally followed the practice in Holton
(2003) in the labeling of the grammatical elements which are labeled differently in different grammars,
and in which element should be written as affixes and which as free words if there seems to be no
reason to do otherwise. This means that the noun prefix ma is labeled a Relational Noun Marker
(RNM) also in the possessive construction although some authors have labeled it differently there
(possessive in Hayami-Allen (2001), Kotynski (1988), van Staden (2000), Visser and Voorhoeve
(1987), ligature in Wimbish (1991)) than in other contexts. The verb prefix ma is labeled as a reflexive
in most sources, but here it is labeled a middle voice marker (MVM), which seems to fit its use better.
With the different pronominal forms the labels are more detailed than in Holton (2003). The
directionals are also labeled in a different way. Different types of reduplication are labeled in the same
way (RED).
When both an actor and an undergoer is indexed on a verb, the actor is glossed before the sign > and
the undergoer after. The sign is used so that it will not be necessary to mention explicitly what is the
actor and what the undergoer in all cases when both occur.
In Hayami-Allen (2001) it is shown that the pronominal verb arguments are clitics in Ternate, so they
are written in that way in examples from Ternate. Some or all numeral classifiers are written prefixed
to the numeral in van Staden (2000) (Tidore), Hayami-Allen (2001) (Ternate), Visser and Voorhoeve
(1987) (Sahu) and Voorhoeve (1982b) (West Makian). Classifiers are written as in the sources quoted.
If it is mentioned that an element is an affix, no hyphen is used with the element.
1.2.2
The transcription of phonemes and stress
The following phonemes are transcribed in a different way than in IPA: /’/ [ʔ] (Sahu), /y/ [j], /ng/ [ŋ],
/ny/ [ñ], /ly/ [ʎ] (Tobelo), /đ/ [d̻] (Galela), /d/ [ɖ] (in Galela, otherwise [d]), /b’/ [ɓ] (Sahu), /d’/ [ɗ]
(Sahu), /g’/ [ɠ] (Sahu), /j’/ [ʄ] (Sahu), /c/ [tʃ], /j/ [dʒ], /s/ [ɕ] (native words in Tobelo, otherwise [s]).
If known, stress has been noted if it does not fall on the penultimate syllable when the vowels in the
two last syllables of the word (in Tobelo and Tabaru) or on the stem (in Sahu and Galela) are different,
or on the pre-penultimate if the vowels in the two last syllables of the word or stem are identical (see
Sheldon 1989:85). An exception is that if the stress does not fall on the final syllable in a word which
ends in a nasal in Tidore and Ternate, the stress is noted.

2

2.

Background

In section 2.1 the North Halmahera languages are placed in their genealogical, areal and typological
context. In 2.1.1 the internal genealogical relationships between the languages are described. In 2.1.2,
the characteristics of the proposed sprachbund, of which the North Halmahera languages constitue one
part, is described. In 2.1.3 the most salient typological characteristics of the North Halmahera
languages are enumerated. In section 2.2 some sound laws and reflexes of Proto-North Halmahera
reconstructed phonemes are presented. This is needed to be able to understand some of the
etymological discussion in chapter 6. Section 2.3 presents the theoretical toolkit used for gender and
numeral classifiers. In this section those aspects which are of relevance for the description and
discussion in chapters 5 and 6 are highlighted.

2.1

The North Halmahera languages

2.1.1
Genealogical connections
The following subgrouping of the North Halmahera language family follows Glottolog 2.4, with the
exception that Laba, which is included as a language in Ethnologue (Lewis et al. 2015), is included
here. Otherwise Glottolog and Ethnologue include the same languages. The arrangement of Table 1
follows Glottolog 2.4 because it seems to represent the differences between the languages as spoken
today best according to the available information.
Table 1. The North Halmahera languages1
North Halmahera
Northern North Halmahera
Northeast Halmahera
Galela-Loloda
Galela (gbi) (79 000; d: Kadai, Kadina, Morotai, Sopi)
Loloda2 (loa) (15 000; d: Bakun)
Laba3 (lau) (2 000)
Tobelo-Tugutil
Tobelo (tlb) (27 700; d: Boëng, Dodinga, Nuclear Tobelo/Heleworuru)
Tugutil (tuj) (2 590; d: Kusuri, Teluk Lili)
Tabaru4 (tby) (15 000; d: Adu, Nyeku)
Kao River
Modole (mqo) (2 000; d: South Modole, North Modole)
Paguic
Pagu (pgu) (3 310; d: Isam, Nuclear Pagu, Toliwiku)5
1

The names of the languages are written in bold face. The population figures for all languages follow
Ethnologue, which has estimates from different times. The enumeration of dialects (d) follows Glottolog
2.4, which follows Ethnologue with some minor changes in nomenclature. The identification of Nuclear
Tobelo with the Heleworuru dialect is done on the basis of the information in Voorhoeve 1988:188).

2

Also called Loda or North Loloda.

3

Laba is also called Kedi or South Loloda. It is not included, not even as a dialect of another language, in
Glottolog 2.4. In Ethnologue it is mentioned that Laba could be a dialect of Galela. Although Voorhoeve
(1988:187) says “Locally one distinguishes between a northern and a southern variant of Loloda.
However, the latter although nominally ‘Loloda’ is in fact a variant of Galela”, it does not seem consistent
to exclude Laba when Tugutil and Kao, which generally are considered dialects of Tobelo and Pagu
respecively, are included as languages. To consider Waioli to be a language different from Sahu also
seems doubtful (compare the word lists in Wada (1980)).

4

The language is called Tobaru in Voorhoeve (1988).

3

Kao6 (kax) (400)
Sahuan
Ibu (ibu) (35, now probably extinct)
Nuclear Sahuan
Gamkonora (gak) (1 500)
Sahu-Waioli
Sahu (saj) (7 500; d: Pad’isua, Tala’i)
Waioli (wli) (3 000)
Ternatean
Ternate (tft) (42 000)7
Tidore (tvo) (26 0008)9
West Makian10 (mqs) (12 000)
Voorhoeve (1988:181-182), based on lexico-statistical considerations, recognises only four
languages (Northeast Halmahera, Sahu, Ternate-Tidore and West Makian), which correspond to
the four main subgroups in Glottolog and Ethnologue. He subgroups the languages (according to
him dialects) of the Northeast Halmahera group as follows: 1. Galela, Loloda, 2. Tobelo, Tabaru,
Modole, 3. Pagu. Earlier (Voorhoeve (1982b:37-39)), he had stated that on lexicostatistical
evidence Sahu is most closely related to the Northeast Halmahera languages, but that qualitative
evidence suggests that West Makian and Ternate are more closely related to each other than to
Northeast Halmahera and that it is not clear if Sahu is more closely related to Ternatean or to
Northeast Halmahera.
From the point of view of the language situation today, seen sociolinguistically and
lexicostatistically, the subgrouping of the languages into four groups is certainly valid, but seen
historically it is possible that the picture could be different. According to tradition,11 the people of
Ternate originally came from Jailolo on Halmahera where the language spoken today is Sahu. It
is possible that Ternate and Tidore because of their separation from mainland Halmahera have
diverged from the mainland languages but that they historically are most closely related to Sahu.
Attempts to reconstruct of the original sounds of North Halmahera and their reflexes in the
different languages have been made (Voorhoeve 1982a:235, Voorhoeve 1982b:39-45, Wada
1980), but no subgrouping of the languages has been made on these grounds. The grammatical
differences between the languages have also not been investigated from this point of view. A
5

Wimbish (1991:6) recognizes five dialects: Coastal, Gayok, Toliwang, Kao and Inland. Her information is
a bit difficult to interpret, but it seems that, according to her, Inland and Toliwang corresponds to Isam.
That Toliwiku is the same as Toliwang and that Gayok belongs to Isam can be seen from Voorhoeve
1988:204.

6

The Ethnologue classifies Kao as a Sahuan language although it says: “Could be a marginal dialect of
Pagu [...], but relates uniquely to other languages in Kao River subbranch.” Wimbish (1991:6) says:
“While Kao is a dialect [of Pagu; in quotations, text in square brackets are explanatory notes added by
the author of this study] on mutual intelligibility grounds, today it is considered a separate language by
the local people because of religious differences.”

7

For some internal variations in Ternate, see Hayami-Allen (2001:221-226).

8

Van Staden (2000:5) says that Tidore had about 44 000 inhabitants in 1996. There are also Tidore
speakers on Halmahera. However, because most parents on Tidore speak North Moluccan Malay to the
children before they begin in school, most children learn Tidore only when they are 7 years old
(op.cit.:29).

9

For dialects in Tidore, see van Staden (2001:24-28). Depending on which criteria are used different
dialect groups are obtained.

10

The speakers themselves call the language Moi (Bowden 2001:4). However, it is perhaps better to call
the language ‘West Makian’, because there is a West Bird’s Head language called Moi.

11

“There is no evidence for permanent habitation [of Ternate and Tidore] until the middle of the thirteenth
century. [...] Purportedly, the first permanent dwellers were refugees from Jailolo.” (van Staden
2000:7).

4

very conservative (in the sense of making weaker claims) way of subgrouping the languages,
with almost no hierarchy except separating West Makian from the other languages and grouping
together Tobelo with Tugutil, Pagu with Kao, Sahu with Waioli and Ternate with Tidore only,
could perhaps be defensible at this stage of research. However, there seem to be some good
arguments for the subgroupings made in Table 1. Perhaps the most uncertain points are the
positions of Modole and Ibu.
Below is a map of Halmahera and surrounding smaller islands, showing where the North Halmahera
languages and the Austronesian language Taba (=East Makian) are spoken.

Map of Halmahera and surrounding islands showing where the North Halmahera languages are
spoken. Reproduced from Voorhoeve 1982b with the permission of the publishers (Pacific Linguistics).
5

2.1.2
The East Nusantara sprachbund
The languages of the North Halmahera family were shown not to be Austronesian by van der Veen in
1915. However, the languages have several characteristics that are rare among Papuan12 languages but
are found in the surrounding Austronesian languages. Reesink (1998) seems to have been the first who
clearly formulated the hypothesis of a sprachbund in the Bird’s Head of New Guinea and Halmahera.
The areas of the BH [Bird’s Head], Halmahera and Cenderawasih Bay are inhabited by language groups, which can
be assigned to Papuan and Austronesian origin on the basis of the bulk of their vocabularies. But they have
influenced each other to such a degree that structurally they have more in common with each other than with either
Austronesian or Papuan. […] one could say that on the BH and in North-Halmahera there are Papuan languages with
basically an Austronesian syntax. The languages distinguish themselves in their lexicon, while syntactically they are
so similar that it would be rather easy for people to be multilingual, […] Thus, I am suggesting that the languages of
the Bird’s Head that have traditionally been classified as the West-Papuan Phylum could be characterized as mixed
languages. […] The result is a large area in which languages are spoken which defy easy genetic classification: a
Sprachbund of mixed languages.
(Reesink 1998:637-638)

In Klamer and Ewing (2010:13) what is included in the sprachbund is specified: “[A]n area that would
include Halmahera and the Bird’s Head as its core, and which radiates outwards to first include the
Maluku and Alor-Pantar and then Timor.” The features which characterise the sprachbund are:
Possessor-possessed word order, clause-final negation (not found on Timor), the alienable/inalienable
distinction in the possessive construction(s), AVO word order (not found in Northeast Halmahera, the
South Bird’s Head, or Timor-Alor-Pantar ) and clusitivity (not in three languages in the center of the
Bird’s Head). The first three are regarded as Papuan features and the last two as Austronesian.13
(Klamer et al. 2008).
Donohue (2004) argued that the presence of ‘head-marking split-intransitive systems’, (read ‘semantic
alignment systems’), is a characteristic feature of a linguistic area in East Nusantara because they are
frequently found there, but are not common in Austronesian and Papuan languages generally.
Donohue and Schapper (2008) attribute indirect possession constructions, closely connected with the
alienable/inalienable contrast, which are common in languages in East Nusantara and Oceania, to
contact with languages west of New Guinea.14
Neuter gender is considered to be present when there is a division between one or several genders
following the animacy hierarchy. The neuter gender is the one referencing nouns in the lowest part of
the hierarchy. Schapper (2010) argues that the gender distinction between neuter and non-neuter,
which is found in several Austronesian languages in East Nusantara, has been developed under the
influence of Papuan languages. The presence of neuter gender is found in approximately the same area
as the area in which semantic alignment is found and the area which was specified by Klamer and
Eving (2010; see above). Schapper notes that a human/non-human distinction dominates in the
northwest of the area (central Maluku languages, Northern North Halmahera, exceptions: Ambonese
Malay [abs], West Makian) and an animate/inanimate distinction in the southern and eastern parts
(Biak [bhw], Roon [mn], Waropen [wrp], Matbat [xmt], Ma’ya [slz], Dobel [kvo], Kola [kvv], Selaru
[slu], Serui Malay,15 Bunak [bfn], exceptions: the Windesi dialect of Wandamen [wad], Abui [abz]),
and attributes the difference to different Papuan substrates (Schapper 2010:425).

With ’Papuan’ is meant non-Austronesian languages traditionally spoken in New Guinea and nearby

12

islands. No genealogical relationships are implied.
According to Donohue (2005b), AVO word order should be considered a Papuan feature in East

13

Nusantara.
14

Van Staden (2000:24) considers the causative prefix so and the reduplication of the first consonant in a
noun or adjective, followed by the vowel /o/ (‘Co-reduplication’) to derive nouns (compare the
Austronesian Ca-prefix, which derives nouns from verbs and adjectives) (op.cit.:128), to be
Austronesian features in Tidore. Reesink (2005) and Holton (2006) have investigated the prefix ma in
the North Halmahera languages, and come to the conclusion that, in several of its uses, it is borrowed
from an Austronesian source.

15

A variety of Papuan Malay [pmy] (Donohue 2003).

6

Klamer (2014) mentions that classifiers occur only in scattered Papuan languages in eastern New
Guinea and in three clusters of languages in eastern Nusantara, i.e. the Bird’s Head, Timor-AlorPantar and northern Halmahera. The three last-mentioned areas are areas where long-standing contact
between Papuan and Austronesian languages can be assumed. Most of the Austronesian languages in
eastern Nusantara have classifiers, and Klamer assumes that some of those that do not have them have
lost them. It seems that there is no classifier among the languages in Alor and Pantar which can be
reconstructed for their proto-language, so Klamer draws the conclusion that the classifiers have arisen
independently in the different languages under Austronesian influence.
2.1.3
Some typological characteristics
All the North Halmahera languages are head-marking, which among other things means that in a
clause the arguments are indexed on the verb (for head-marking, see Nichols 1986). In the North
Halmahera languages, numerals function very much like stative verbs, at least when humans or
animates are numerically quantified.16 This means that they index arguments in some cases. The
possessive construction is also very similar to a verbal clause (van Staden 2000:252-259 for Tidore).
Another characteristic is that most languages have semantic alignment, which means that the single
argument of an intransitive verb can be coded in two ways, as an agent or as a patient, depending on
the semantics of the verb (Holton 2007).

2.2

Sound correspondences

To understand the etymological discussions below, a short explanation of the sound correspondences
in the North Halmahera languages is needed (see Wada 1980; Voorhoeve 1982a:234-236; Voorhoeve
1982b:39-46).
A Proto-North Halmahera final consonant disappears in Tidore, Ternate and Galela. In addition, after
the application of the first rule, a final vowel disappears after a nasal in Tidore and Ternate.
According to Voorhoeve (1982a) the proto-phonemes *b, *m, *t, *n and *l seem to have been
preserved in all languages, except that there are some phonologically or positionally conditioned
reflexes, /b’/ from *b in Sahu, Ø from *l in Tobelo and Tabaru, /d’/ and /’/ from *l in Sahu and /d/
from *l in Ternate. Initial gutturals and vowels in West Makian and initial *w in Sahu have been lost.
In some words *d is reflected as /l/ in Ternate without an evident conditioning factor.17
Seemingly unproblematic unconditioned changes are: *k to /’/ in Sahu, s* to /h/ in Tobelo, *w to Ø in
Tabaru, the palatal *c, *j and *ny to the corresponding dentals /t/, /d/ and /n/ in Northeast Halmahera
and *c to /j/ in West Makian. A closer look at the reflexes of the Proto-North Halmahera phonemes *p,
*P, *h, *D, *S and *r, according to Voorhoeve (1982a) if nothing else is said, is perhaps needed. The
correspondences are given in Table 2.
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Numerals can have very different properties in different languages; in some languages they are similar
to nouns and in some to verbs. In Austronesian languages and languages of North America, numerals
tend to be very verb-like (Donohue 2005c:18).

17

Reflexes of the reconstructed Proto-North Halmahera phonemes also differ between the different
Sahuan languages and between the different dialects of Tobelo-Tugutil and Tabaru.
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Table 2. Reflexes of some Proto-North Halmahera (PNH) phonemes in seven North Halmahera
languages
PNH
*P
*p(?)18
*f(?)19
*D20
*S21
*r

2.3

W Makian
p
?
f
Ø-Ø-y
?-d?

Tidore
f
?
h
y
r
r, Ø

Ternate
f
p, f
h
h
r
r, d, Ø

Sahu
w
p
Ø
r
r
r, d’, Ø

Galela
p
p
h
đ
s
r, Ø

Tobelo
h
p
h, Ø
ly
h
r

Tabaru
p-w
p
Ø
d, Ø
s
r

Noun categorisation

The different ways of classifying nouns treated in the book Classifiers by Aikhenvald (2000) are
genders (or noun classes), numeral classifiers, noun classifiers, relational classifiers, verbal classifiers,
locative classifiers and deictic classifiers. Languages can use several of these means to classify nouns.
In the following, only the first two will be considered.
A definitional property of gender22 is that “[s]ome constituent outside the noun itself must agree in
noun class [= gender] with a noun” (Aikhenvald (2000:20)).
Numeral classifiers are words or affixes which characterize nouns and appear contiguous to numerals
in numeral noun phrases and expressions of quantity (after Aikhenwald 2000:98,426).
The prototypical properties of gender and numeral classifiers are given in Table 3.

18

Voorhoeve (1982a) reconstructs both *p and *P. According to him the reflexes of *p are /p/ in all
languages except in Ternate where a reflex /f/ is also found without an evident conditioning factor and
perhaps in Tidore and West Makian where the reflex(es) are unknown. The only evidence presented by
Wada (1980) for a Northern North Halmahera *p which has the reflex /p/ in all languages is Ternate
topa ‘pierce’, which is insufficient to support Wada’s view that this *p is reflected in all Northern North
Halmahera languages. Wada also concludes that the reconstructed Proto-North Halmahera phoneme
which Voorhoeve designates *P was the same as *p.

19

What Voorhoeve reconstructs as *h should probably be reconstructed as *f in view of West Makian.
Voorhoeve’s argument against the reconstruction of *f is that it would be expected that in the N-prefix
derivation of nouns from verbs in the words which have a reflex of this phoneme initially, the first
consonant would be /b/, but in fact it is /ng/. However, as Voorhoeve himself remarks, it is not certain
that this process was active in the ancestor language of West Makian and Northern North Halmahera
(Voorhoeve 1982b:41).

20

In this case Wada (1980) is followed for Galela and Tobelo. Voorhoeve (1982b) has /d/ for Galela and
/đ/ for Tobelo.

21

In Voorhoeve (1982a) question marks are given for the reflexes in West Makian and Tidore, but in
Voorhoeve (1982b:42) the reflexes of the words for ‘moon’ (odo West Makian, ora Tidore, ara Ternate,
ngara Sahu, ngoosa Galela) and ‘to steal’ (tedi West Makian, tori Tidore, Ternate, tori’i Sahu, tosiki
Tabaru, tosi Galela, tohiki Tobelo) are taken as evidence that the reflex of *S is /d/ in medial position in
West Makian.

22

Aikhenwald (2000) uses the term ‘noun class’. In this study, ‘gender’, which is considered synonymous
to ‘noun class’, is used.
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Table 3. Differences between prototypical gender systems and numeral classifiers (after Dixon 1986
and Aikhenvald 2000:364,374)
Inclusiveness
Number

gender systems
all nouns classified

Variation

small number of
classes (2-20)
few, if any, nouns
can belong to more
than one class
closed grammatical
system
can be outside the noun
phrase
marking not only on the
noun
no variation

Grammaticalization
path

noun>demonstrative>
article>class marker

Ambiguity or flexibility
of categorisation
Realization
Locus of marking

numeral classifiers
some nouns do not take
classifiers
many classifiers (often
over 100)
many nouns can appear
with more than one
classifier
free forms or affixes
on numerals
never outside the noun
phrase

can vary depending on
speaker and style
noun>classifier,
verb>classifier

Of relevance for this study is the difference between ‘lexical gender’ and ‘referential gender’. Lexical
gender is determined by the properties of a noun and referential gender by the properties of the
referent of a noun phrase (Dahl 2000:106). The agreement markers tends to follow the lexical gender
for constituents at the left of the Agreement Hierarchy and referential gender at the right of the
hierarchy (op.cit.:107).
The Agreement Hierarchy (Corbett 2003:226):
attributive < predicate < relative pronoun < personal pronoun
Audring (2008) has treated pronominal gender systems and made some generalizations about them: 1.
The number of genders is small (at most four), 2. They are all semantically organized, 3. The genders
are distinguished only by basic distinctions like male/female, human/non-human, animate/inanimate or
count/mass, 4. The pronouns used can be aligned to a semantic scale, using the distinctions in 3, in
such a way that each pronoun occupies a continuous area. Pronominal gender systems are untypical in
that the agreement is only on one element, and that element is generally quite far removed from its
antecedent. This means that the agreement system is poor and, as it seems, not capable of supporting
more complicated or elaborate gender systems.
Numeral classifiers can be of two types, sortal numeral classifiers which classify countable nouns
according to their inherent properties, and mensural numeral classifiers which measure units of mass
and countable nouns (Aikhenvald 2000:115). Sortal classifiers do not have to be obligatory, while
mensural classifiers are, because their absence would change the meaning of the phrase.
In most cases there is a distinction between animate and inanimate or between human and non-human
in numeral classification systems. Aikhenvald (2000:287) mentions three groups of exceptions:
“(i) Languages with two sets of numeral classifiers may have animacy distinctions in one, but not in the other. [...] (ii)
Animacy-based oppositions may be absent from numeral classifier systems if they are found elsewhere in the language.
[...] (iii) Some recently developed systems of numeral classifiers do not have any special classifier for animates, or
humans.”23
(Aikhenvald 2000:287)

23

For (iii) Aikhenvald gives Kana as an example, although it seems that approximately the same system
is used in the whole Kegboid group of languages (Ikoro 1996:100-101).
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3

Purpose and research
questions

The purpose of this study is to investigate the noun categorisation systems which are found in the
North Halmahera languages.
The research questions are:
̶ What are the properties and the typological profile of the noun categorisation systems?
̶ What can be found out about the history of the noun categorisation systems, especially of directions
of change and the origins of the elements?
̶ Can any influence from Austronesian languages be found in the noun categorisation systems?
̶ What implications for the subgrouping of the North Halmahera languages do the results have?
The treatment of noun categorisation has to include a treatment of numeral classifiers, which Klamer
(2014) argues are due to Austronesian influence if found in a continuous area with several languages
in the Papuan area, but also gender systems, which are regarded as a Papuan feature. The main part of
this study is devoted to the numeral classifiers, because there are several interesting problems
connected with them, such as the marginal position of the human classifier in some languages and its
origin from pronominal elements. The seemingly composite character of some other classifiers is also
interesting. However, it seems that the noun categorisation as a whole has importance for what
numeral classifiers are found, which means that also the gender systems and other possible noun
categorisation devices have to be treated. There are different forms of the numerals which depend on
what kind of entity is numerically quantified. This motivates that the numeral system also is treated
here.
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4

Method and material

4.1

The material used and its limitations

Seven of the North Halmahera languages are investigated and compared in this study.
Sources:
More than one language: van der Veen 1915 (Tidore, Ternate, Sahu, Galela, Tobelo, Tabaru;
comparative), Wada 1980 (all languages; wordlists, comparative).
West Makian: Voorhoeve 1982b (grammar, 1 text, vocabulary)
Tidore: van Staden 2000 (grammar, texts, vocabulary)
Ternate: Hayami-Allen 2001 (grammar, texts, vocabulary), Fortgens 1930 (texts)
Sahu: Visser and Voorhoeve 1987 (grammar, dictionary)
Galela: van Baarda 1895 (dictionary) 1908 (grammar), Shelden, H 1989 (phonology) and 1991
(pronominal verb prefixes), a NT translation
Tobelo: Holton 1997 (grammar), 2003 (grammar) and 2014 (numerals and classifiers), Hueting 1908
(dictionary) and 1936 (grammar), a NT translation
Tabaru: Fortgens 1928 (grammar, texts), Kotynski 1988 (grammar), Dimayu et al. 1991 (texts,
vocabulary), a NT translation
The grammars can be classified as modern or old (Dutch) and according to the completeness of the
description. Because the old grammars generally are good in their morphological description but
weaker in phonology and syntax they can be put in a group of their own, which means that ‘old’ can
be used as one value of the parameter ‘completeness’: complete (Tidore, Ternate), old (Galela, Tobelo,
Tabaru), short (Tobelo), sketch (West Makian, Sahu, Tabaru). The texts can be divided into four
groups: a. The annotated texts found in the grammars (all languages except Sahu), b. Texts for
learning the language (Tabaru), c. The Bible texts (Galela, Tobelo, Tabaru), d. The older Dutch text
compilations (Ternate, Galela, Tobelo, Tabaru). The dictionaries/vocabularies can be characterized as:
full (Sahu, Galela, Tobelo), short (West Makian, Tidore, Ternate), very short (Tabaru).
Although there are materials for the other Northeast Halmahera languages, the grammatical
information is too sketchy and the languages are not included in this study.
The sources for the comparison with other languages are WALS, Klamer (2014) and Schapper (2010).

4.2

Procedure

The following stages in the investigation can be identified:
1. The investigator read the grammars cursively to familiarize himself with the languages.
2. It was decided to investigate noun categorisation, because it seemed that the different ways to
classify nouns contain both features which are due to Austronesian influence and those which are not.
In addition, the apparent absence of a human classifier in some languages and an uncertainty about
which numeral classifiers are to be regarded as sortal and which as mensural was intriguing.
3. Some theoretical linguistic literature about noun categorisation was read.
4. The properties of noun categorisation in the North Halmahera languages were determined mainly by
using the information in the grammars. If the information in the grammars was deemed not to be
sufficient, the texts were consulted. First, an attempt to decide which ways to categorize nouns are
found in the North Halmahera languages was made. After it had been determined that the main
11

categorisation systems are gender and numeral classifiers, information on these were compiled in
order to have material for the discussion of the character of the categorisation systems. The
information looked for about the gender systems consisted of the number of genders, the assignment
systems with special attention to border cases, resolution rules and interaction with other categories.
Information on how humans are numerically quantified, what is to be considered numeral classifiers
according to the sources, the locus, obligatoriness and anaphorical use of the numerical classifiers and
a list of sortal numeral classifiers was compiled.
5. The gender systems were characterized. As a preliminary study for the description of the numeral
classifiers, the numerals were investigated and analysed to find out which prefixes have been
fossilized on them. Then the human/animate classifiers and their apparent absence from some
languages was investigated. It was argued that all the investigated languages, except one, have
human/animate classifiers. Then the origin of the human/animate classifiers was investigated. After
that, the other numeral classifiers were treated and an attempt to determine their origin was made. In
this last part the possibility of distinguishing sortal and mensural classifier was looked into. The main
effort was devoted to the analysis of the human classifier, an analysis of the cardinal numerals and a
classification of the classifiers.
6. An attempt was made to decide which properties of the noun categorisation systems could be due to
influence from Austronesian languages was made.
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5

Results

In 5.1 a justification for the separate description of gender and numeral classifiers is found. Two very
peripheral and rudimentary ways of noun classification are also described. In 5.2 descriptions of the
gender systems in West Makian (5.2.1) and in the North Halmahera languages (5.2.2) are given. In 5.3
the different forms of the cardinal numerals are enumerated and the contexts of their use described. In
5.4 the numeral classifiers are treated. After the word order of the numeral phrase is given (5.4.1) and
the numeral classifiers in West Makian are described (5.4.2), the numeral classifiers of the other
languages are described, first the human numeral classifier (5.4.3) and then the other numeral
classifiers (5.4.4).

5.1

Categorisation systems found in the North
Halmahera languages

Voorhoeve has written two short grammars of North Halmahera languages, one on West Makian
(Voorhoeve 1982b) and one, together with Visser, on Sahu (Visser and Voorhoeve 1987). In both of
these, the languages are represented as having noun classes, but no sortal numeral classifiers.
However, in all other descriptions of North Halmahera languages, the languages are represented as
having separate gender and noun categorisation systems. As the numeral classifiers in these languages
are found only in the numeral phrase before numerals or the interrogative quantifier, and the loci of the
expression of gender are completely different (mostly or only on pronominal elements) and the same
is the case for West Makian and Sahu, it seems justified to describe all North Halmahera languages as
having two relatively independent categorisation systems, gender and numeral classification.
In the Northeast Halmahera languages some feminine words, i.e. female proper names and words for
blood-relations, when referred to, in Galela (van Baarda 1908:30), in Tabaru also mother-in-law
(Fortgens 1928:334), in Sahu blood-relations of other people (Visser and Voorhoeve 1987:36), have a
prefix ngo, which can be separated from the main word only by a possessive pronoun prefix (van der
Veen 1915:29-34, Fortgens 1928:398, van Baarda 1908:30). In Tidore, female names can be preceded
by ngo- (van Staden 2000:92). Its use is optional, at least in Tobelo (Holton 2003:13-14). This ngo can
perhaps be regarded as a noun classifier,24 but as there is no other candidate for being a noun classifier
in these languages, the system is at best very rudimentary.
A few transitive verbs have different forms depending on whether the undergoer is human or nonhuman. Examples of such verbs in Galela are aho ‘bring (non-human undergoer)’/ngaho ‘bring
(human undergoer)’, ihu ‘hide (non-human undergoer)/ngihu ‘hide (human undergoer)’ and hoi ‘take
out (non-human undergoer)’/ngoi ‘let out (human undergoer)’, and in Tobelo aiki ‘take out (nonhuman undergoer)’/ngaiki ‘release (human undergoer)’, oriki ‘see (non-human undergoer)/ngoriki
‘see’ (human undergoer) and totaka ‘bring (non-human undergoer)’/ngotaka ‘bring (human
undergoer) (van der Veen 1915:26-27). Possibly, this can be regarded as a very rudimentary verb
classifier system (see Aikhenvald 2000:149).

5.2

The gender systems

In this section the genders found are enumerated and the places where gender agreement is found are
described. West Makian and the Northern North Halmahera languages are treated separately. In the
subsection treating the Northern North Halmahera languages, the places where gender agreement is
expressed are first enumerated, then the interaction with number and person is described, and then the
24

“The definitional property of noun classifiers is that their presence in a noun phrase is independent of
other constituents inside or outside it.” (Aikhenvald 2000:81).
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forms where gender is expressed are enumerated and in some cases exemplified. In the context of
enumerating the possessive pronouns, the possessive constructions are described and some indications
of which construction is used in which context are given. Finally, some notes about which entities
have human genders and which have non-human gender and some notes on gender resolution are
given.
5.2.1
Gender in West Makian
The genders in West Makian are animate and inanimate. The gender differences are only expressed in
the different treatment of the third person singular pronominal argument on stative verbs, where the
only argument prefixed to the verb is ma if it is animate (1a) and i if it is inanimate (1b)25, and on the
third person singular possessive pronouns, where it is mV if the possessor is animate (1c) and dV if the
possessor is inanimate (1d).26 The prefixes ma, i, mV and dV are agreement markers the form of which
depend on whether the nouns they agree with has an animate or inanimate referent. This conforms to
the definition of gender.
West Makian (Voorhoeve 1982b:13)
(1) a di
oma
ma
3APL.POSS
child
DEM.DIST
‘Their child is still small.’
b

pala
ne
house
DEM.PROX
‘This house is small.’

da
pala
do
RNM
house
RNM
‘the floor of the house’

i
IPFV

i-kaku
3IASG.STAT-small

West Makian (Voorhoeve 1982b:16)
c da
kabi
mo
RNM
goat
3ASG.POSS
‘the goat’s leg’
d

ma-kaku
3ASG.STAT-small

gow
leg

bungbangi
floor

In West Makian, the gender system interacts with number and person in the way that the
animate/inanimate distinction in the third person singular of the possessive pronouns (mV, dV) is
neutralized in the plural (di).
The assignment is strictly semantic, humans and animals belong to the animate class and plants, trees
and objects belong to the inanimate class (Voorhoeve 1982b:14).
5.2.2
Gender in the Northern North Halmahera languages
In the Northern North Halmahera languages, the genders are masculine, feminine and non-human.27
A three-way distinction is made in:
1. The third person singular free pronouns
2. The combination of deictic elements and the third person singular masculine or feminine pronouns
(Tabaru)
It is of some importance for the discussion of the prefix i that Voorhoeve (1982b:72) notes that full

25

paradigms of the stative verbs were not elicitated. This means that it is not known if the plural argument
prefix is the same the singular argument prefix for inanimates as in Northern North Halmahera
languages or the same as the animate plural prefix. Thus, it is not known if (1b) also mean ‘these
houses are small’.
In 1d, dV has been glossed as a relational noun marker (RNM) to conform to the labeling of ma in the

26

Northern North Halmahera languages. The second dV in 1d could also have been labeled as
3IASG.POSS.
27

The non-human class in the Northern North Halmahera languages and the inanimate class in West
Makian could both be called neuter. However, to distinguish the two classes the terms ‘non-human’ and
‘inanimate’ are used in this study.
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3. Pronominal actor and undergoer argument verb prefixes (only actor argument in Tidore and
Ternate)
4. The possessive pronouns (the relational noun marker ma- used in possessive constructions is
included here for the sake of simplicity)
Masculine and feminine genders are distinguished in:
5. The polite first person singular, and in Ternate also polite first person plural exclusive, free
pronouns (Tidore and Ternate)
Nouns with human referents are distinguished from those with non-human referents in:
6. The question words ‘who’ and ‘what’
7. Prepositions (Tidore and Ternate)
In all the Northern North Halmahera languages the gender system interacts with number and person in
the way that there are four different free pronouns and pronominal verb prefixes depending on the
interaction of genders (masculine, feminine and non-human) and number (singular, plural) in the third
person. The non-human class does not distinguish singular and plural and in the plural there is only
one form for all humans.
singular
masculine
feminine

plural
human
non-human

Figure 1. The interaction between gender and number in the third person in the Northern North
Halmahera languages
1. Personal pronouns. In Table 4, the free third person pronouns are enumerated.
Table 4. The third person free personal pronouns in the Northern North Halmahera languages (van
Staden 2000:77, Hayami-Allen 2001:44, Visser and Voorhoeve 1987:39, Fortgens 1928:333-334, van
Baarda 1908:59, Holton 2003:16)
3MSG
3FSG
3NH
3PL

una Te,Ti,Ta,G, unanga S, una(nga) To
mina Te,Ti, munanga S, muna Ta,G, muna(nga) To
ena Te,Ti,Ta enanga S, magena G, ena(nga) To
ana Te, ona Ti,Ta,G, ananga S, ona(nga) To

2. In Tabaru the masculine and feminine pronouns can combine with several other elements to form
gendered deictic words. Examples are ge ‘that’ + una > guuna ‘he there’, ge + muna > gumuna ‘she
there’, ge + ona > goona ‘they there’, to which non-human geena ‘that’ can be added. (Fortgens
1928:346-348).
3. Pronominal actor and undergoer argument verbal prefixes/clitics. In Table 5, the pronominal actor
and undergoer verbal prefixes are unumerated.
Table 5. Pronominal actor and undergoer argument verbal prefixes/clitics in the Northern North
Halmahera languages (van Staden 2000:77, Hayami-Allen 2001:16, Visser and Voorhoeve 1987:27,
Fortgens 1928:336-337, van Baarda 1908:60, Holton 2003:38-39)
3MSG
3FSG
3NH
3PL

Actor verb prefixes/clitics
o Te,S, wo Ti,G,To,Ta
mo Te,Ti,S,G,To,Ta
i Te,S,G,To,Ta, yo Ti
(a)d’i S/(a)d’u S, i G, yo Te,Ti,To,Ta

Undergoer verb prefixes
u S, wi G,To,Ta
mi S,G,To,Ta
a S,To, đa G, ya Ta
a’u S, ya G, aa To, yoki Ta

With transitive verbs, the distinction between 3NH and 3PL is neutralized in Galela (Shelden
1991:164).28 In Sahu and Tobelo the distinction is only neutralized in the actor prefixes. In Tabaru the
28

According to Voorhoeve (1994:670) 3PL>2SG is yo-ni and 3NH>3PL/NH is i. However, both Shelden
(1991:164) and van Baarda (1904:363) write that the first is i-ni and the second ya.
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distinction is not neutralized in the undergoer prefixes, and it is not clear if it is neutralized in the actor
prefixes.
The examples below illustrate a masculine singular actor (2a), a feminine singular actor (2b), and a
non-human singular actor (2c) in Tidore, and a human plural actor (2d) and a singular/plural actor (2e)
in Tobelo.
Tidore (van Staden 2000:115, 115, 77)
(2)
a una
wo-polu
3MSG.PRON
3MSG.ACT-gather
‘he gathers stones’
b

mina
mo-hogo
3FSG.PRON
3FSG.ACT-bathe
‘she washes the dog’

c

toko
jago
chicken cock
‘the cock crows’

mafu
stone
kaso
dog

ngge
3NH.DEM.DIST

yo-kudeku
3NH-crow

Tobelo (Holton 2003:38)
d yo-honenge
3PL.ACT-die
‘they [human] died’

e

i-honenge
3NH.ACT-die
‘it/they [non-human] died’

4. Possessive pronouns and constructions. In Table 6, the possessive prefixes are enumerated.
Table 6. Possessive prefixes in the Northern North Halmahera languages (van Staden 2000:77,
Hayami-Allen 2001:19, Visser and Voorhoeve 1987:39, Fortgens 1928:343, van Baarda 1908:68,
Holton 2003:16)
3MSG
3FSG
3NH
3PL

i Ti,Te, ai S,To, (a)wi G,Ta, aw G
mi Ti,Te, ami S,G,To
ma Ti,Te,S,G,To,Ta
na Ti,Te, nga Te, manga S,G,To,Ta

The possessive constructions can be described as basically: 29
(human.possessor.noun) (to-possessor.free.pronoun) (ngo-)possessive.pronoun-possessed.noun
and
(non-human.possessor.noun) (to-possessor.free.pronoun) ma-possessed.noun.
In Sahu the vowel of the preposition to- becomes assimilated to the vowel in the next syllable, except
/u/.
In Tidore the second construction can be used optionally with a human possessor if the possessed noun
is inalienably possessed.
The class of inalienable nouns comprises nouns from the following semantic fields: body parts; parts of plants and
trees; family relations; expressions related to speech, such as maronga ‘name, to be called’ and mangale ‘meaning’;
and an additional number of words that are perceived as necessarily belonging to someone, such as fola ‘house’. All
other nouns are alienable.
(van Staden 2000:125)

In Tabaru the second construction is used with human possessors who are children or in expressing
family relationships if the possessed is in singular (Fortgens 1928:345). In Galela the second
construction is used if the possessed is a relative or an acquaintance (singular) (van Baarda 1908:69).
In Tobelo the second construction is not used in these cases (idem.). However, the first construction
must be used to express ‘father’s child’ in Tabaru (3a), because the second construction would give
improper associations, but in Galela the second construction is used (3b).

29

Parentheses indicate optional constituents.
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Tabaru (Fortgens 1928:345)
(3)
a ma-dea
wi-ngowaka
RNM-father
3MSG.POSS-child
‘child of the father’
Galela (van Baarda 1908:69)
b o-baba
ma-ngopa
NM-father
RNM-child
‘child of the father’
The examples below show a feminine singular possessor in Tidore (4a) and Tobelo (4c) and a nonhuman possessor in Tidore (4b) and Tobelo (4d).
Tidore (van Staden 2000:82, 78)
(4)
a mina
mi-raa
3FSG-PRON 3FSG-husband
‘her husband’
Tobelo (Holton 2003:32)
c o-ngo-Rian
NM-FM-Rian
‘Rian’s brother’
d

ma-ode
NM-pig
‘the pig’s food’

b

(to-munanga)
(PREP-3FSG.PRON)
(to-enanga)
(PREP-3NHSG.PRON)

kabi ma-hoso
goat RNM-testicles
‘the goat’s testicles’

ami-hiranga
3FSG.POSS-opposite.sex.sibling
ma-inomo
RNM-food

5. First person polite pronouns.
In Tidore and Ternate, gender interacts with person and politeness such that the genders ‘masculine’
and ‘feminine’ are distinguished in the deferential 1SG and for Ternate also 1PL.EXCL. In Table 7,
the first person polite pronouns which distinguish gender are enumerated.
Table 7. First person polite pronouns which distinguish gender in Tidore and Ternate (van Staden
2000:77, Hayami-Allen 2001:44)
1MSG.POL
1FSG.POL
1MPL.EXCL.POL
1FPL.EXCL.POL

fangare Ti,Te, fangato Ti
fajaru Ti,Te, fajato Ti
fangare ngom Te
fajaru ngom Te

6. The question-words ‘who’ and ‘what’ differentiate humans and non-humans. The words for ‘who’
and ‘what’ are given in Table 8. The prefix o, which is found with some words, is interpreted as the
same as the noun marker, which is found with all nouns in the Northeast Halmahera languages.
Table 8. The question-words for humans, ‘who’, and non-humans, ‘what’, in the Northern North
Halmahera languages (van Staden 2000:182, Hayami-Allen 2001:168-169, Visser and Voorhoeve
1987:38, Fortgens 1928:, van Baarda 1908:56-57, Hueting 1936:354)
‘who’
‘what’

Tidore
nage
mega

Ternate
nage
koa

Sahu
aguna
oru

Tabaru
nagVo-kia

Galela
nagVo-kia

Tobelo
o-nagVo-kia

In fact there is a two-gender distinction in the human question-word ‘who’ in the Northeast Halmahera
languages, because a masculine or a feminine pronoun can be added as a suffix to nagV-.
7. Adpositions differentiate humans and non-humans in Tidore and Ternate. In Table 9 the different
forms of the adpositions are given.
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Table 9. Adpostions (van Staden 2000:198-203, Hayami-Allen 2001:72-75)
Tidore
Ternate
location
additional participant
location
additional participant
+human
te
se
se
se
-human
toma
soma
toma
se
The Tidore location prefixes are said to be used for the semantic roles recipient and location while the
Ternate prefixes are used for source, origination, direction, location, goal and recipient. The additional
participant prefixes are used with instrument (non-human) and company (human). In Ternate a
difference between humans and non-humans is made only with locations while in Tidore it is also
made with additional participants. (5a) has a human additional participant, (5b) a non-human
instrument, (5c) a human recipient and (5d) a non-human goal. At least in Tidore agreement is with
the possessor in a possessive construction (5e). Exceptions in Tidore are that the preposition marking
an additional participant which is the complement of a reciprocal verb and a preposition used with the
verb matero ‘to be like, to resemble’ must be se also with non-human referents (for examples, see van
Staden 2000:203).
Tidore (van Staden 2000:181-182)
(5)
a una
tagi
side
se
3MSG.PRON go
sail
ADD
‘he went sailing with his friends’

una
3MSG.PRON

b

una
wo=cako
mina
3MSG.PRON 3MSG=hit 3FSG.PRON
‘he hit her with a hitting instrument’

c

una
wo=falang
pipi
cala-romtoha
3MSG.PRON 3MSG=give
money 1000-five
te
una
i-dadu
LOC
3MSG.PRON 3MSG.POSS-mother.in.law
‘he gave 5.000 rupiah to his mother-in-law’

d

ona
hadaga toma
fola
3PL.PRON
visit
LOC
house
‘they went to visit that landward house’

Tidore (van Staden 2000:199)
e ona
hadaga te
3PL.PRON
visit
LOC
‘they went to visit at her house’

soma
ADD

i-dagilom
3MSG.POSS-friend

ko-jako
RED-NOM.hit

rimoi
one

ka-tina
PRED-LANDWARD

mina
3FSG.PRON

mi-fola
3FSG.POSS-house

If there is uncertainty about the gender of a person, or if a person is very peripheral to a conversation,
the plural is used (Wimbish 1991:62 for Pagu). On the other hand animals can be referred to with
human pronominal verb prefixes in animal fables (idem.). Children (ngowa’a) are non-human in
Sahu.30 In the possessive construction children are treated as non-human in Tabaru according to
Fortgens (6a), but in the numeral classifier construction they are treated as humans (6b).
Tabaru (Fortgens 1928:345).
(6)
a o-ngowaka
ma-guguule
NM-child
RNM-toy
‘the child’s toy’
Tabaru (Dimayu et al. 1991:6)
b ani-ngowaka
ya-muruo-ka
2SG.POSS-child
CLF(human)-how.many-PFV
‘How many children do you have?’

30

When ngowa’a refers to ‘people’ it is masculine.
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In Tidore female ‘heavenly people (mansia kayangan)’ take feminine agreement (van Staden
2000:361). In the New Testament texts, God (ma-Jou’ungu ma-dutu in Tabaru, o-Gikimoi in Galela
and ma-Jou ma-dutu in Tobelo) is masculine (e.g. 41001001), demons (o-tokata in Tabaru, o-toka in
Galela and o-womaha ma-dorou in Tobelo) are referenced with non-human pronominal verb
arguments (41009026), but in (41001034) Tobelo has a masculine argument.
If it is not known whether a person is a male or a female, the plural is used. In (7a) it is not certain if
the pronominal argument is neuter or plural, but in (7b) it is clear that the possessive pronoun is plural,
which makes it likely that the pronominal argument in (7a) is also a plural as is the case with the
equivalent expression in Tobelo (7c).
Tidore (van Staden 2000:78)
(7)
a hamoi
yo-tabe
fola
someone
3PL.ACT-burn
house
‘someone burnt down the house’
b

pipi
nde
money
3NH.DEM.PROX
‘whose money is this?’

nage
who

ngge
3NH.DEM.DIST
na-due
3PL.POSS-possession

Tobelo (Holton 2014:86)
c o-nyawa
yo-boa
NM-person
3PL.ACT-come
‘Someone is coming.’

5.3

Numerals

Some cardinal numerals can have different forms depending on their syntactic position and whether
they quantify humans (or common animates in West Makian) or not. Following Voorhoeve (1982b)
and Visser and Voorhoeve (1987), the simplest form of numerals are called ‘root numerals’,31 those
used with classifiers other than the human or common animate classifiers32 are called ‘basic numerals’
and those used with humans (or animates in West Makian), with or without human classifiers, are here
called ‘human numerals’. Visser and Voorhoeve (1987:47) give two ‘basic’ forms of the numerals
‘one’ and ‘two’ in Sahu. Of these, one form of ‘two’ is here called a root numeral. The numeral
quantifier ‘how many/how much’ is also included here, because it partakes of the same variations. In
Table 10 the different forms of the numerals are presented.

31

Root numerals are in addition defined as having no paragogic vowel. This makes no difference for the
forms listed in Table 10, but is of importance for the analysis in subsection 6.1.2.

32

The different forms of numeral classifiers are presented in section 5.4.
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Table 10. The root numerals, basic numerals and human numerals and corresponding variants of the
quantifier ‘how many/how much’ in the North Halmahera languages (the numerals higher than ‘six’
have only one form, with the exception of ‘nine’ in West Makian, which have a root and a basic form
for ‘nine’ and possibly higher numbers in West Makian, where only the basic forms are known). (WM:
West Makian, Ti: Tidore, Te: Ternate, S: Sahu, G: Galela, To: Tobelo, Ta: Tabaru)
Root numerals
how
many
1

Basic numerals
iwu WM, rao Ti,Te,
mud’uo S, muruwu G,
moruono To, muruo Ta
minyé WM, rimoi Ti,
rimoi/romoi Te,S
moi Ti,S,G,To,Ta34

Human numerals
-ruo Ti, -ruo (rao) Te, -mud’uó S

meminyé WM, rimoi/hamoi Ti,
amoi Te, matengo S, ma-tengo To,33
-moi G,Ta
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edéng/edé WM,
lofo Ti, d’id’i S,

medéng WM, malofo Ti,
mdidi Te,36 rom(o)d’id’i S,
sinóto G, hinóto To, modidi Ta

-máede WM, -malofo Ti, -mdii Te,
-md’id’i S, -sinóto G, -hinóto To,
-midídi Ta

3

unge WM

iunge WM, range Ti, raange Te,
ro’ange S, saange G,Ta, hange To

-maunge WM, -rukange Ti,Te,
-d’u’ange S, -ruange To,Ta

4

fati WM

ifati WM, raha Ti,Te,
rata S, iha G, iata To, soata Ta

-mfati WM, -ruha Ti,Te, -d’uata S,
-ruata G,To,Ta

5

foy WM

-mfoy WM, -mtoha Ti, -m(o)toha Te,
-mto’ara S, -motoha G, -motoa To,Ta

6

dam WM

mafoy WM, romtoha Ti, mtoha Te,
rom(o)to’a S, motoha G,
motoa To,Ta
dam WM, rora Ti, rara Te,
rarama S, butánga G,To,Ta

7

tepedingi WM, tom(o)dii Te, tomdii Ti, tumdii Te, tum(u)díng S, tumudingi G, tumidi To,
tumudiingi Ta

8

tukbange WM, tofkange Te,Ti, tufkange Te, to’angere/tu’angere S, tupaange G, tuhange To,
tuangere Ta,

9

siwe WM(root), isiwe WM(basic), sio Te,Ti,G siworo S, hiwo To, siwo Ta

10
11

ainyé WM, nyagi moi Te,Ti,S, nyag boi Te, nyaboi Ti(S), mogiowo G, ngimoi To, mogioko Ta
ainyé lo minyé WM, nyagi moi se rimoi Ti,Te, nyagimoi re romoi S, ngimoi de moi To,
mogiooko de moi Ta
awedéng WM, nyagi malofo, Ti, nyagi romdidi/nyagi mdidi Te, nyagi romd’id’i S, monahalo G,
monaoko To,Ta

20

-mdam WM, -rura Ti,Te, -d’urama S,
-butánga G,To,Ta

30
40

aweiunge WM, nyagi raange Te, nyagi roange S, moruange G,To, nagi saange Ta
aweifate WM, nyagi raha Te, nyagi rata S, moruha G, moruata To, nagi soata Ta

50

nyagi (ro)mtoha Te, nyagi romto’a S, moritoha G, moritoa To, nagi motoa Ta

33

In Tobelo ma-tengo, which means ‘alone’, is often used with persons instead of moi. The reason is that
moi cannot be used as a verb in Tobelo (Hueting 1936:372). That numerals generally can function as
stative verbs when humans are numerically quantified, at least in Northeast Halmahera, is shown in
subsection 5.4.3.2.
moi and West Makian minyé are listed among the basic numerals because of the analysis of the words

34

as incorporating a fossilized prefixes in subsection 6.1.2. Both words could with equal justification have
been considered root numerals.
35

Voorhoeve (1982b:20) lists je among the root numerals, but je is only found after personal pronouns to
express dual (op.cit.:16), so it seems more appropriate to regard je as a dual marker. Dual has also
been reported for Tobelo (Hueting 1936:334).

36

romdidi in van der Veen (1915:168).

20

60

nyagi rara Te, nyagi rarama S, moributánga G, moributánga To, nagi butánga Ta

70

nyagi tomdii Te, nyagi tumdíng S, moritumudingi G, moritumidi To, nagi tumudingi Ta

80

nyagi tofkange Te, nyagi toangere S, moritupaange G, morituhange To, nagi tuangere Ta

90

nyagi sio Te, nyagi siworo S, morisio G, morihiwo To, nagi siwo Ta

100

atus minyé WM, ratu moi Te,Ti, latu S, o-ratu moi G, o-ratuhu To, o-ratusu moi Ta

1000 cala moi Te,Ti, cala S, o-cala moi G, o-saana To, o-cana moi Ta
The root numerals in West Makian, except ‘one’, are used attributively after inanimate nouns, except
trees, and after plural pronouns to indicate the exact number. In the last function only the ‘dual
marker’ je is used for ‘two’(Voorhoeve 1982b:16). The ‘basic numerals’ “are used by themselves to
count inanimate objects (except trees), and in ‘enumerative’ counting.” (Voorhoeve 1982b:21).37 The
‘human numerals’ are used with non-respected animate nouns, which have the classifier di-. These
numerals contain a fossilized prefix ma, where the /a/ is elided before consonants, except in ‘one’,
‘seven’ and ‘eight’. ‘One’ has me prefixed, which Voorhoeve supposes is the third singular personal
pronoun.
In Tidore moi ‘one’ and lofo ‘two’ occur as clitics after nouns and pronouns (van Staden 2000:167). In
Tidore rimoi can be used after both humans and non-humans, but in Ternate only after non-humans
(op.cit.:166) and that is here assumed to be its original use.
In Sahu, the numeral moi for ‘one’ occurs in context-free counting, as a modifier of potencies of ten,
with classifiers and in “adverbial phrases, preceded by sou ‘time’ or ngomasa moment.” (sic) (Visser
and Voorhoeve 1987:46-48), otherwise rimoi or romoi is used. The root numeral for ‘two’, d’id’i,
occurs in the two last-mentioned contexts. In the numerals ‘two’, ‘five’ and ‘seven’ the vowel written
in parentheses is often not pronounced in fast speech.

5.4

Numeral classifiers

In this section the word order in the numeral phrase (5.4.1) and then the classifiers in West Makian
according to Voorhoeve (1982b) are first treated (5.4.2). The next subsection is devoted to numeral
classifiers in the Northern North Halmahera languages (5.4.3). It is first noted that numeral
constructions quantifying humans are identical with stative verb constructions (5.4.3.1), and that the
prefix ya is used when the numerically quantified humans are third person plural and that it is
considered a human classifier by Holton (5.4.3.2). Next, some limitations in the use of the human
classifier in Tidore are noted (5.4.3.3). Finally the classifiers for non-humans are treated (5.4.3).
5.4.1
Word order in the numeral phrase
According to the grammars, word order in the numeral phrase is: noun classifier numeral. In West
Makian, Tidore and Sahu the classifiers are prefixes, in Ternate, Tabaru, Galela and Tobelo free
forms, according to the sources. However, the human classifier is always a prefix.
5.4.2
Numeral classifiers in West Makian
In West Makian the classifiers are go and di. Two factors are relevant for the choice of classifiers:
animacy and whether the object is respected, according to Voorhoeve. What is respected include
respected persons, names of trees and the word for ‘tree’ (Voorhoeve 1982b:14). In (8a) an inanimate
object which is not a tree is numerically quantified and no classifier is found. In (8b) a tree is
numerically quantified and the classifier go- used for ‘respected’ objects and animates are used. In (8c)
common animates are numerically quantified and the classifier di-, which is referred to as the
‘common animate (numeral) classifier’ in this study, is used.

37

It is not clear how ‘to count inanimate objects’ differs from ‘enumerative’ counting.
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West Makian (Voorhoeve 1982b:21)
(8) a loka
minyé
b.
banana
one
‘one banana’

loka
go-minyé
banana
CLF-one
‘one banana tree’

c.

oma
di-maede
child CLF-two
‘two children

In Table 11, the entities which according to Voorhoeve (1982b) are classified by which classifier in
West Makian are characterized. As discussed in subsection 6.1.3.1 the word respected is perhaps not
the most appropriate word to describe the entities classified by go-.
Table 11. Classifiers in West Makian
classified entities
classifier
+respected
go-respected, + animate
di-respected, - animate
Ø
5.4.3

Humans in the numeral construction in Northern North Halmahera

5.4.3.1
Numerals and stative verbs
When numerically quantified persons are in the first person, the second person or the third person
singular, the construction is the same as with stative verbs, i.e. the argument is coded as an undergoer
on the numeral. Sometimes there is also a non-referential third non-human actor prefix (9a and 9b). In
(9c) there is no actor prefix.38
Tobelo (Hueting 1936:373)
(9)
a kiani
i>na-hinoto
it.is.necessary 3NH>1INCL-two
‘We two must go to him.’

h-ooiki
1INCL.ACT-go.to

unang-ika
3MSG.PRON-TOWARDS

Galela (van Baarda 1908:43)
b ngomi
i>mi-sio
1PL.EXCL 3NH>1PL.EXCL-nine
‘We seven/We are seven’
Tabaru (Fortgens 1928:353)
c ni-mididi
2PL.UND-two
‘you two’
5.4.3.2
The prefix ya used with numerals
Holton (2014:94) notes that the prefix ya, which he supposes consists of a third person plural actor
prefix (yo) followed by a third person non-human undergoer prefix (a), has developed into a human
classifier in Tobelo. The same element (ya-) is also used in the same way in the other Northeast
Halmahera languages. In (10a), (10c) and (10d) the construction is exemplified in Tobelo, Tabaru and
Galela39 respectively. In (10b) it is shown that the construction cannot be used with non-humans.

38

The occurence of the non-referential actor prefix seems to be exactly the same as with stative verbs,
which are treated in Holton (2007), i.e. always present in Tobelo, always absent in modern Galela, but
sometimes present in older examples from Galela (as in example (9b)) and present only on first person
plural inclusive arguments in Tabaru.

39

Why the ya- in Galela is not labeled as a classifier is explained in 6.1.4 below.
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Tobelo (Holton 2014:94)
(10) a. mi>a-hukun-oka
ahi-dodiawo
ya-hinoto
1EXCL>3NH-sell-PFV 1SG.POSS-friend CLF(human)-two
‘Having sold (it) my two friends coaxed me again.’
b.

naga
o-hoana
exist
NM-village
‘There are five villages.’

motoa
five

i>hi-garo-li
3PL>1SG-coax-REP

(*ya-motoa)

Tabaru (Dimayu et al.1991:4)
c
wi-ngowaka
ya-motoa-ka
3M.UND-child
CLF(human)-five-PFV
‘He had five children.’
Galela (van Staden 2000: 168, after van Baarda 1891: 19)
d
o
surudadu ya-monahalo
de
ya-butanga
NM
soldier
3PL.UND-twenty
with
3PL.UND-six
’26 soldiers (the soldiers it “twenties” them and it “sixes” them’
5.4.3.3
Limitations on the use of the human classifier in Tidore
Tidore, Ternate and Sahu have a human classifier prefix, nga. In Tidore, humans take the classifier
ngai- from seven to ten, and from eleven no nouns take any classifier (van Staden found them only in
elicited examples) (van Staden (2000:166-167)). The human classifier seems not to be used with
human-like non-human creatures like heavenly women, which has earlier (van Staden 2000:361) been
referred to as mansia kayangan ‘people from heaven’ and ngofa fayaa ‘girls’ (11a). Children take the
human classifier in Tidore as is shown in (11b):
Tidore (van Staden 2000:362)
(11) a …
ona
ngai-rora nde
…
3PL.PRON
CLF-six
3NH.here
‘…, the six of them, straightaway, flew away.’

trus
then

soro
fly

Tidore (van Staden 2000:377)
b Turus una
nyinga susa
tia
then
3MSG.PRON heart
troubled leave.behind
ngofa nga-rukange
nange
child CLF(human)-three just
‘Then he was troubled (she) left the three children.’
According to the grammars the human classifier nga- is used with all numbers in Ternate and Sahu.
Textual support for that claim for Ternate is found in Fortgens (1930:274):
(12)

5.4.4

solodadu
nga-nyagi
soldier
CLF(human)-ten
‘sixty soldiers’

rara
six

Numeral classifiers for non-humans40

5.4.4.1
Delimitation of the class of numeral classifiers
According to Holton (2014:91), all classifiers, except the human classifier, take the noun marker
prefix o in Tabaru, Galela and Tobelo.41 In these languages the classifier stands in apposition with the
head noun, which makes it possible to distinguish when words are used as classifiers and when
40

A table of classifiers is, because of its length, found in the appendix.

41

Loloda is the only Northeast Halmahera language which does not take the noun marker prefix o on
numeral classifiers.
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lexically. In (13a) the word liranga ‘coil’ takes the relational noun marker ma as its prefix, which
means that liranga has its lexical meaning and modifies hidete ‘sail’. In (13b) liranga takes the noun
marker prefix o and stands in apposition to gumini ‘rope’, which means that it is a numeral classifier
here.
Tobelo (Holton 2014:91)
(13) a o-hidete
ma-liranga
moi
NM-sail
RNM-coil
one
‘one of the sail’s stripes’ (lit., ‘one of the coils of the sail’)
b

o-gumini
o-liranga
NM-rope
RNM-coil
‘one bunch/hank of rope’

moi
one

Using these criteria Holton says that there are 16 numeral classifiers in Tobelo. An example of a word
which seems to fulfill Holton’s criteria is luiti ‘to carve; to cut’, which is exemplified in (14), but it is
not found among his 16 classifiers.
Tobelo (Tobelo NT: 42024042)
(14)
onanga
i>wi-hidoa-ka
Unang-ika
3PL.PRON
3PL>3MSG-deliver-PRF 3MSG.PRON-TOWARDS
i-ho-hinanga
o-luiti
moi
3NH-RED-broil
NM-CLF(?)
one
‘And they gave him a piece of a broiled fish.’

o-nawoko
NM-fish

According to Hayami-Allen (2001:54) there is no difference between typical sortal classifiers like
hutu, which classifies trees and houses, and words for e.g. ‘kilogram’, ‘quarter’ and ‘half’, which are
all considered numeral classifiers in Ternate. She also mentions that especially classifiers which refer
to a piece of something are often prefixed with the relational noun marker ma (op.cit.:56).
In Tidore, there are only three sortal classifiers according to van Staden (2000:166). Time, place and
mass nouns do not take sortal classifiers, with the exception of time nouns in the Tomilou dialect. For
Sahu, Visser and Voorhoeve (1987:46-51) note that the nouns which do not take numerals with any of
the prefixes nga, ngai, ngad’i/ngad’u or d’u are constructed directly with the basic numerals, i.e. take
no numeral classifiers at all, which means that there are four (sortal) numeral classifiers in Sahu.
However, he notes that ‘auxiliary quantifiers’ are used in quantifying phrases, and especially singles
out bela ‘slip, slice’ which has to be used with “[n]ouns referring to long, thin, or flat objects”
(op.cit.:51). See 6.1.3.7 for bela and other ‘quantifiers’. For Ternate, Hayami-Allen (2001:54-56)
gives a list where different types of numeral classifiers are not distinguished. For Galela (van Baarda
2007:44-50), Tobelo (Holton 2014, Hueting 1936:375-377) and Tabaru (Fortgens 1928:354-355) there
are lists of classifiers without much attempt to classify them.
Because bela, which Hayami-Allen (2001:55) describes as “‘piece’, ‘flat objects’ (root: pela ‘to
crack’)”, seems to be of special interest, an example of its use is given in (15).
Ternate (Hayami-Allen 2001:56)
(15) …
‘oro
piga
romdidi,
piring
… take
plate
two
small.plate
‘… take two plates, and two small plates …’

bela
CLF

mdidi …
two

In the word list of Tidore, van Staden (2000:529) translates bela as ‘page’ and notes that notes that it is
also used as a “mensural classifier for thin, flat objects”.
5.4.4.2
Locus of numeral classifiers
Apart from, the interrogative quantifier ‘how many’ (Tidore, Ternate rao, Sahu mud’uo, Tabaru
muruo, Galela murowo) also take classifiers (van Staden 2000:166, Hayami-Allen 2001:56, Visser and
Voorhorve 1987:47, Fortgens 1928:357, van Baarda 1908:57).
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5.4.4.3
Obligatoriness
In Tobelo classifiers are not obligatory (Hueting 1936: 376), but are (nearly?) obligatory if counting or
enumeration of objects is involved (Holton 2014:93). In Galela they are used less than in Malay (van
Baarda 1908: 44). The classifiers are optional in Tidore; only if they are used to distinguish different
objects are they always present (16). With numerals higher than ten no nouns seem to take any
classifier (van Staden found them only in elicited examples) (van Staden 2000:166-167). In Ternate
human classifiers are almost obligatory, while for non-human nouns they are optional (Hayami-Allen
2001:54-57).
An example of cases where classifiers are always found in Tidore is given below. Of the classifiers
below, those in (16a) and (16b) are sortal classifiers and that in (16c) mensural.
Tidore (van Staden 2000:124)
(16) a igo
futu-moi
coconut CLF-one
‘one coconut tree’

b igo
ngai-moi
coconut CLF-one
‘one coconut’

c igo
sora=moi
coconut CLF=one
‘a set of coconuts’

5.4.4.4
Anaphorical use
Classifiers can be used anaphorically:
Tabaru (41008005)
(17) a De
and
“Naga
exist

ʼo-Yesus
NM-Jesus
nia-roti
2PL.POSS-bread

ʼona-ka,
3PL.PRON-LOC
muruo-ka?”
how.manyLOC
De
ʼawi-dodomote-ke
yo-sango
“Ngai
tumudiing-oka.”
and
3MSG.POSS-disciple-? 3PL-answer
CLF
seven-LOC
‘And he asked them, How many loaves have ye? And they said, Seven.’
wo-sano
3MSG-ask
ʼo-ngai
NM-CLF

Galela (41009005)
b so
o-dadaru
saange
mi>a-aka,
ngai
so
NM-tabernacle
CLF
three
1PL.EXCL>3NH-make
to-Ngona,
to-Musa,
ngai moi
ngai moi
CLF one
PREP-2SG.PRON
CLF one
PREP-Moses
de
to-Elia
ngai moi
with CLF one
PREP-Elijah
‘and let us make three tabernacles; one for thee, and one for Moses, and
one for Elijah.’
Tobelo (Holton 2014:94)
c. ma-majanga o-gahumu tumidi
i-boa-ino
NM-deer
NM-CLF
seven
3NH.ACT-come-TOWARDS
butanga
ka
i-tuga
y-a-ino
o-gahumu
NM-CLF
six
thus
3NH-measure 3NH-VF(?)-TOWARDS
moi
gena
ma-amo~amoko
i-dadu
o-gahumu
NM-CLF
one
DEM.DIST RNM-RED~large 3NH.ACT-against
unanga-ino
3MSG.PRON-TOWARDS
‘Seven deer approached, six came closer, one large one approached him.’
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6

Discussion

6.1

Discussion of the results

6.1.1

Discussion of the gender systems

6.1.1.1
Gender distinctions in polite pronouns
Ternate and Tidore have gender distinctions in the first person polite pronouns, but not in the second
person. That a language has gender distinctions in the first person but not in the second, is very rare
typologically (Aikhenvald 2000:253). That there are gender distinctions in the first person depends on
the words from which they are derived. According to van Baarda (1908:63), the first masculine
singular pronoun fangare is derived from two nouns, ngofa-ngongare ‘child-male.youth’, and the first
feminine singular pronoun fajaru is derived from ngofa-jojaru ‘child-young.daughter’. Van Staden
(2000:92) thinks that the first part of the words, fa, is derived from fara ‘separate’. In any case, the
pronouns get their genders from the second part. The first person plural exclusive forms also contain
fangare and fajaru in Ternate, but not in Tidore. That the polite first person plural (inclusive and
exclusive) and the second and third person pronouns in Tidore do not distinguish gender depends on
the fact that they, in addition to the common pronouns in some cases, contain the noun jou ‘lord’,
which can have both male and female referents (van Staden 2000:77). Tidore first person plural forms
also have forms which has fara- as the first part. If that fara is the word meaning ‘separate’, it would
explain why there is no gender distinction in these forms either, because there is no basis for assigning
a semantic gender to the pronoun either from the first part (fara) or the second part, which is the
common pronoun,.
6.1.1.2
Gender systems in North Halmahera languages in a typological perspective
In Corbett’s contribution to WALS there are three chapters treating gender: 30 “Number of Genders”,
31 “Sex-based and Non-sex-based Gender Systems” and 32 “Systems of Gender Assignment” where
the sample consists of 257 languages of which 112 have gender. Siewierska contributed chapter 44
“Gender Distinctions in Independent Personal Pronouns” with a sample of 254 languages of which
124 have gender. The results from the investigations these features of gender presented in WALS are
compared with the corresponding features in the North Halmahera languages in Table 12.
Table 12. Properties of gender systems according to WALS (chapters 30, 31, 32 and 44). The last line
show the proportion of the languages which have the property of those which have gender in the
samples (NH: North Halmahera, NNH: Northern North Halmahera, WM: West Makian)
Number of Genders

Sex-based or Non-sexbased Gender Systems

Assignment system

WM
2

NNH
3

WM
Non-sexbased

NNH
Sex-based

NH
Semantic

45%

23%

25%

75%

47%

Gender Distinctions in
Independent Personal
Pronouns
WM
NNH
none
In third
person only
in both SG
and non-SG
n.a.
34%

From the figures in Table 12 it appears that the North Halmahera languages have gender systems
which typologically are very common in the world’s languages. However, it has to be remembered
that the WALS data combines strictly semantic and predominantly semantic assignment systems
(Corbett 2013a). There seems to be no information on how common strict semantic assignment
systems are.
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6.1.1.3
Character of North Halmahera gender systems
According to Audring (2008) purely pronominal gender systems are rare. In her survey she mentions
29 possible candidates (including English). The question can be asked if the North Halmahera gender
systems should be regarded as pronominal. In this paper the element ma- which is found in the
genitive construction if the possessor is non-human in the Northern North Halmahera languages, and
the element dV- in the genitive construction if the possessor is inanimate in West Makian, have been
labeled relational noun markers. However, other authors call them possessive pronouns. If that is
accepted, the gender agreement in the possessive constructions are all on pronominal elements. It can
also be asked if the actor and undergoer prefixes on verbs should be regarded as pronominal elements
or inflexions. The pronominal character of these elements seems quite obvious, so there seems to be
no reason that they should be regarded as something other than pronominal elements. Thus the
pronominal character of the system seems to hinge on whether the element used in the possessive
construction with a non-human/inanimate possessor is pronominal or not. However, if ma-/dV- is
supposed to be a relational noun marker or a ligature, it cannot be regarded as an agreement element. It
can be said that the non-human/inanimate gender is characterized by the absence of an agreement
marker. Thus, it seems possible to regard the North Halmahera gender systems as pronominal. Tidore
and Ternate have developed prepositions which show gender agreement, so these languages cannot be
said to have completely pronominal gender systems. In any case it is clear that all the North
Halmahera gender systems agree with Audring’s four generalizations which were mentioned in section
2.3.
It can also be asked if lexical gender can be found in any of the North Halmahera languages. Even
though it is not completely clear exactly where the line dividing animates and inanimates in West
Makian is drawn, and to which gender children and human-like entities are assigned, it seems clear
that dictionaries of the languages do not have to specify the gender of nouns. Further, gender
agreement is only marked on pronominal elements or elements of pronominal origin, and as was seen
in section 2.3, pronouns are found in the right part of the Agreement Hierarchy and tend to have their
agreement according to the referential gender of the noun phrase. According to Fortgens (1928:398)
“The words to designate male and female individuals show their gender by the act that is performed by
them,”.42 In the examples below it is only on the pronominal arguments prefixed on the verbs, and the
numeral in (15a), that it is shown that the child in (15a) is a male child and the one in (15b) a female
child, which shows that gender depends on the referent, not on the word.
Tabaru (Fortgens 1928:398)
(15) a o-ngowaka
wi-moi
wo-tagi
NM-child
3MSG.UND-one
3MSG.ACT-go
‘one [male] child went net-fishing’
b

wo-jaa
3MSG-net.fishing

o-ngowaka moi
mo-sesara
NM-child
one
3FSG.ACT-sweep
‘a [female] child swept’

In van Baarda (1908:31-32), several words in Galela are listed which can have either male or female
referents: o-balo ‘widow, widower’, o-dodiku ‘divorced man or woman’, o-seleko ‘husband or wife
living separated from his/her spouse’, o-mamane ‘sweetheart (man or woman)’, o-dano ‘grandchild’,
o-eki ‘old person’, o-bereki ‘old person’, o-jojo ‘old person’. Even if no examples are given, it can be
supposed that these words take different pronominal arguments prefixed on verbs depending on if the
referent is male or female.
Thus, it seems that these languages have referential gender, but no lexical gender.
6.1.2
Analysis of the numerals
The numerals 1-6 were divided into three groups, root numerals, basic numerals and human numerals
in section 5.3 above. The table in 5.3 is still valid, but, in addition, many other unattested root

42

“De woorden om mannel. en vrouwel. individuen te benoemen, toonen hun geslacht bij de handeling,
die door hen verricht wordt”.
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numerals can be deduced by removing assumed prefixes in the basic numerals. If a ‘root numeral’ is
not attested in a language, it is marked with an asterisk (*). Table 13 contains the numerals for 1-6. It
is a modified version of Table 10 where several unattested root numerals are deduced by removing
what is supposed to be prefixes in the basic numerals.
Table 13. The root numerals, basic numerals and human numerals in the North Halmahera languages
(WM: West Makian, Ti: Tidore, Te: Ternate, S: Sahu, G: Galela, To: Tobelo, Ta: Tabaru)
Root numerals
how *(w)u WM,G,
many *o Ti,Te,S,Ta, *ono To43

Basic numerals
iwu WM, rao Ti,Te,
mud’uo S, muruwu G,
moruono To, muruo Ta

Human numerals
-ruo Ti, -ruo (rao) Te, -mud’uó S

1

*inyé WM, *i
Ti,Te,S,G,To,Ta45
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edéng/edé WM, lofo Ti,
*didi Te,Ta d’id’i S,
*noto G,To

meminyé WM, rimoi/hamoi Ti,44
amoi Te, matengo S, ma-tengo To,
-moi G,Ta
-máede WM, -malofo Ti, -mdii Te,
-md’id’i S, -sinóto G, -hinóto To,
-midídi Ta

3

unge WM, *ange
Ti,Te,S,G,To,Ta

minyé WM, rimoi Ti,
rimoi/romoi Te,S,
moi G,To,Ta
medéng WM, malofo Ti,
mdidi Te,47 rom(o)d’id’i S,
sinóto G, hinóto To,
modidi Ta
iunge WM, range Ti,
raange Te, ro’ange S,
saange G,Ta, hange To

4

fati WM, *ha Ti,Te,G
*at S,To,Ta48

ifati WM, raha Ti,Te,
rata S, iha G, iata To,49
soata Ta

-mfati WM, -ruha Ti,Te, -d’uata S,
-ruata G,To,Ta

-maunge- WM, -rukange Ti,Te,
-d’u’ange S, -ruange To,Ta

43

The reconstruction of these roots is highly speculative.

44

rimoi must originally have been only a basic numeral in Tidore as it is in Ternate.

45

Van der Veen (1915:169) thinks that it is possible that moi contains the same prefix mo as in the
numbers ‘two’ and ‘five’ and in the multiples of ‘ten’ in some other languages. Fortgens (1928:349-350)
make the same assumption. This is clearly possible, and it could also be possible to assume that the
initial /m/ in West Makian minyé ‘one’ is a prefix. That the basic numerals for ‘one’ contain prefixes in all
North Halmahera languages is tentatively accepted here, but the hypothesis has to be regarded as
highly speculative. One, not very strong, reason to accept the hypothesis is that it would explain why
there is no initial /i/ in the basic numeral for ‘one’ in West Makian.

46

Voorhoeve (1982b:20) lists je among the root numerals, but je is only found after personal pronouns to
express dual (op.cit.:16), so it seems more appropriate to regard je as a dual marker. Dual has also
been reported for Tobelo (Hueting 1936:334).
romdidi in van der Veen (1915:168).

47
48

The final vowel in the basic numerals rata/iata/soata, and perhaps also in West Makian fati, should be
regarded as (a) paragogic vowel(s). The paragogic vowel in words ending in consonants in Galela at
least is identical with the preceding vowel in native (and partly in naturalized) words. In loanwords it is a
high vowel with the same rounding as the preceding vowel (Shelden 1989:84-85).

49

The initial /i/ in Galela iha and Tobelo iata can possibly be regarded as reflexes of *ǝ in Proto-MalayoPolynesian *ǝpat ‘four’, but are more probably a prefix in view of the words for 40 in Galela and Tobelo.
In that case it is perhaps a retention of the old way of forming basic numerals which is found in West
Makian.
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5

foy WM, *toha Te,Ti,G,
*to’a S, *toa To,Ta50

mafoy WM, romtoha Ti,
mtoha Te, rom(o)to’a S,
motoha G, motoa To,Ta

-mfoy WM, -mtoha Ti, -m(o)toha Te,
-mto’ara S, -motoha G, -motoa To,Ta

6

dam WM, *ra Ti,Te,
*ram S

dam WM, rora Ti, rara Te, -mdam WM, -rura Ti,Te, -d’urama S,
rarama S, butánga
-butánga G,To,Ta
G,To,Ta

It seems clear that there are prefixes in the numerals 1-6, and an attempt to identify them is presented
in Table 14..
Table 14. Prefixes supposed to form the basic numerals and the human numerals respectively.
basic numerals
human numerals

West Makian
i / Ø (before /m/ and /d/)51
ma (before vowels)
/ m (before consonants)

Proto-Northern North Halmahera
*Si
*ru

A number of assumptions have to be made to make the prefixes above fit with the facts:
1. There are two prefixes beginning with /m/: ma/mo, which is a prefix found in the non-root numerals
for ‘one’ ‘two’ and ‘five’, and ma/m which forms human numerals in West Makian.
2. If there are two prefixes on a root numeral, the first has a tendency to be deleted, except in the
number ‘one’. Two prefixes are still found in the basic numerals for ‘two’ and ‘five’ in Sahu and ‘five’
in Tidore, and until very recently in both ‘two’ and ‘five’ in Ternate (see van der Veen 1915:168).
3. Regressive assimilation is very often applied, except in Galela and Tobelo.
4. The number for ‘six’ in Galela, Tobelo and Tabaru is an innovation.
Unsolved problems are:
1. The basic numbers ro’ange ‘three’ in Sahu, soata ‘four’ in Tabaru and rora ‘six’ in Tidore52 have
/o/ instead of assimilated /a/ or unassimilated /i/,
2. The expected regular forms of iha ‘four’ in Galela and iata ‘four’ in Tobelo would be *siata and
*hiata respectively.
3. The expected form for ‘one’ with humans in Tidore and Ternate is *rumoi, but in Tidore hamoi and
in Ternate amoi are found.
4. It is not clear which vowel the prefix forming the basic numerals ‘two’ and ‘five’ has. Tidore
malofo ‘two’ and West Makian mafoy ‘five’ support /a/, while Northern North Halmahera moi ‘one’
Sahu romod’idi’ ‘two’ and Tabaru modidi ‘two’ support /o/.
5. It seems tempting to connect the prefix for the basic numerals in West Makian with the
reconstructed prefix for the Northern North Halmahera languages. The reflex of Proto-North
Halmahera *S in West Makian is not known according to Voorhoeve (1982a:235), but in Voorhoeve
1982b:42, it is written that the reflex is /d/ in medial position. In initial position the reflex is not
known. As was mentioned in 5.2.1 above, in the third person singular pronominal argument on stative
verbs in West Makian the only argument prefixed to the verb is ma if it is animate and i if it is
inanimate. This fits exactly with the prefixes i in basic numerals and ma in the human numerals.
However, if a parallel with the numeral construction in the Northern North Halmahera languages is
50

According to Voorhoeve (1982a:235) West Makian /f/ Tidore, Ternate and Galela /h/ and Sahu, Tobelo
(sometimes) and Tabaru Ø reflects an original *h. However, it seems equally likely that the
reconstructed phoneme should be *f (see section 2.2). It seems that West Makian has lost the initial
syllable, because the root for ‘five’ seems to be present in the words for ‘seven’ and ‘eight’, and the West
Makian words begin with /tu/ or /te/ (/e/ assimilated to /e/ in the next syllable).

51
52

Probably the omission of /i/ has different reasons before /m/ and /d/.
According to Hayami-Allen (2001:217) *rara ‘six’ should be reconstructed for Proto-Ternate-Tidore, but
that seems unlikely. The rule which he gives for Tidore: *aCa>oCa, is unlikely to be correct, because
then the Ternate words ngana ‘you (sg.)’ and ana ‘they’ would be original against Tidore and the
Northeast Halmahera languages where the first vowel is /o/. Although Sahu also has /a/ here, it seems
more likely that Ternate and Sahu have assimilated /o/ to the /a/ in the following syllable than that /a/
dissimilated to /o/.
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expected here, a plural form of the prefix would rather be expected, which would be di, but for nonhumans it could possibly be i (see section 5.2.1, note 24). Thus, connections between the fossilized
prefixes on numerals and stative verb prefixes are unsupported.
6.1.3

Discussion of the numeral classifiers

6.1.3.1
The ‘polite’ classifier go- in West Makian
Although there is no regular sound correspondence between West Makian /g/ and Northeast
Halmahera /ng/, it is interesting to compare the West Makian classifier go- and the Northeast
Halmahera prefix ngo (see 6.1.1). Fortgens (1928:334) supposed that ngo is found as a part of the
independent personal pronouns in the Northern North Halmahera languages and he thought that:
It looks very much as if this ngo must give a certain dignity or esteem to the word on which it is added, in the first
place to the personal pronouns, in the second place to the words wife, daughter, aunt and female personal names.53
(Fortgens 1928:334)

Holton (2003:14) also notes that “[t]he use of ngo- is more common in formal respectful address” in
Tobelo. Thus, it is possible, for semantical reasons, that ngo can be related to the numeral classifier
go- in West Makian (see 5.4.2). On the other hand, it is strange that honoured animates should not be
used with the numerals which are used for other animates, but with the numerals which are used for
inanimate objects. This could indicate that trees were the original objects associated with the classifier
and that honoured(?) humans were added later, but if the connection between West Makian go- and
Northeast Halmahera and Sahu ngo- is accepted, it would rather be expected that the prefix was
originally connected with humans. This question is left open here.
West Makian distinguishes a class of honoured animates which are distinguished by: 1. “Choice of
special lexical items denoting body parts or expressing bodily functions”, 2. “Choice of the plural
instead of the singular form of the 3rd p. pronoun and the 3rd p. subject marker with action verbs”
(Voorhoeve 1982b:14). It seems unlikely that this honoured class of animates is defined by the same
concept as that which distinguish the nouns taking the classifier go-, because trees are included, but
trees are not treated in the same way as the class of honoured animates mentioned above as concerns
politeness. It is impossible to know which principle groups respected(?) persons and trees together
without knowing the ethnographical details.
6.1.3.2
The human classifier in Northeast Halmahera
There is one thing that is strange about the third person plural in the numeral construction in Northeast
Halmahera. As has already been noted by Fortgens (1928:353) for Tabaru, it seems that the undergoer
is non-human here, although with the first or second person, the numerically quantified human entity
is referenced as the undergoer and the actor is a non-referential non-human third person or not marked
at all. What is numerically quantified is a plural entity if the number is not ‘one’, and in Tobelo that
would mean that the undergoer prefix has to be aa (Holton 2003:39), but that seems not to be the case.
Holton (1997:80) gives the 3PL/3NH>3PL pronominal verb prefix combination as ya: (containing a
long /a/, which can be written <aa> in a practical orthography). For 3PL/NH>3NH the prefix
combination is ya. However, Hueting (1936:351) gives the example ya-gohara ‘they beat them’ and
also writes: “Het zakelijke is altijd gelijk aan den derden pers. meervoud.” (approximate translation:
‘The non-human is always the same as the third person plural.’). Although he here perhaps refers only
to the fact that the forms with non-human actors are always the same as those with plural (human)
actors, he does not mention anywhere that the forms should be different depending on whether the
undergoer is non-human or plural (human). However, in the Tobelo translation of the New Testament
(Tobelo NT), a difference is made between a non-human undergoer, which is represented by <a>, and
a plural (human) undergoer, which is represented by <ä>, so it seems that there is a difference between
3PL/NH>3NH and 3PL/NH>3PL in modern Tobelo. The information about Tabaru on this point is
also difficult to interpret. From Fortgens (1928:337-343) it is clear that a third person plural human
53

“Het heeft er veel van alsof dit ngo aan het woord, waarbij het gevoegd is, een zekere waardigheid of
aanzien moet geven, ten eerste aan de persoonlijke voornaamswoorden, ten andere aan de woorden
vrouw, dochter, tante en vrouwelijke eigennamen.”
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undergoer has to be expressed with the prefix ki. If the undergoer consists of many (or ‘all’)
individuals (or they are regarded as a collective?) the undergoer is additionally marked with a before
ki. If the undergoer is non-human, the a is found, but not the ki. Thus, a prefix combination with ki has
to be used if the undergoer is plural (human). It has not been possible to interpret Kotynski’s (1988:3637) figures of the distribution of the pronominal prefixes with certainty, but he seems to say that with
stative verbs (?; Kotynski (idem.): Temp State) yoki is used if the undergoer is third person plural
(human) and ya if the undergoer is third person non-human. However, modern Galela makes no
difference between third person plural human and non-human actors or undergoers with transitive
verbs, consequently the prefix ya can be used for all combinations 3NH/3PL>3NH/3PL, which means
that the interpretation 3NH>3PL is possible, which makes the construction of numerically quantified
third person humans conform to the construction with other persons and numbers (see examples (9a)
and (9b)). According to Shelden (1991:173) the prefix ya can be derived with the following
morphophonemic rule, from which this ya- is obtained.54:
(C)i[+ACT prefix]

đa→ (C)ia
[+3NH.UND prefix]

This derivation of ya gets support by the form of the prefix combination in the numeral construction in
the Boeng dialect of Tobelo which is ilya, and in the Loloda language ija (van der Veen 1915:23-24),
which indicates the the original form of the prefix combination was *iđa. The hypothesis may be
proposed that non-human pronominal prefixes were originally used with third person plural human
and non-human actors or undergoers with transitive verbs in Northeast Halmahera, and that Galela
preserves the original condition. That Tobelo and Tabaru have innovated the forms for the plural
human undergoer is indicated by the difference in the forms in the two languages (Tabaru ki, Tobelo
aa). Further, it has also to be assumed that the old undifferentiated way form was preserved in the
numeral construction in Tobelo and Tabaru.
It seems that synchronically the prefix ya cannot be related to any verbal inflexion paradigm, except in
Galela, and in that way it stands on its own. Consequently, it can be designated a human classifier,
except in Galela, but with the probably unusual property that it can only be used if what it refers to is
in the third person plural.
6.1.3.3
The human classifier in Tidore, Ternate and Sahu
The structure of a construction with a human classifier in Tidore, Ternate and Sahu looks very similar
to the construction with the prefix ya in the Northeast Halmahera languages, but the classifier itself
looks very much like the third person plural possessive prefix. In this connection van Staden’s view
that possessive constructions are predications in Tidore seems very relevant, but it also seems possible
to derive nga directly from an undergoer prefix.
In the Sahuan language Gamkonora the possessive pronoun prefix for the third person plural as well as
the pronominal undergoer prefix for the third person plural is nga. Although Voorhoeve does not give
the 3NH>3PL prefix combination, the conclusion can be drawn that it must be (i)nga, because the
actor prefix for the third person, non-human is i and the third person plural undergoer prefix is nga in
combination with all actor prefixes for the other persons (Voorhoeve 1987:67-68). That Tidore and
Ternate once had undergoer prefixes is hinted at by the form ya-sidogu in a text from the 17th century:
Ternate (Voorhoeve 1994:669)
(16)
... se
ana
nga-kuasa
y>a-sidogu
... with 3PL.PRON 3PL.POSS-force
3PL>3NH-stop
‘... and by their force put an end to their animosity.’

nga-satiru
3PL.POSS-animosity

The conclusion is that the human classifier in Tidore, Ternate and Sahu is a fossilized undergoer
prefix.

54

Shelden (1991) refers to a paper by himself, which has not been available for the present study: “When
rule (33b) results in the surface form /ia-/, it is represented orthographically as ya- (Shelden 1989:20).”
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6.1.3.4
The common animate classifier in West Makian
The West Makian classifier for common animates, di-, is added to the numerals used with animates
(‘the human numerals’), except ‘one’. With stative verbs, an animate plural argument is marked with
the prefix di. That the prefix on stative verbs is the origin of the classifier di is supported by the fact
that the classifier di- is not found on number ‘one’. The prefix me found on the number ‘one’ can, with
Voorhoeve (1982b:21), possibly be explained as the third person singular pronoun me, but that is
unlikely, as it seems more likely that it is the third person singular animate stative verb prefix ma
where the /a/ has been partly assimilated to the vowel /i/ in the next syllable. This fits excellently with
the assumed origin of the classifier di- and is also in line with the origins of the Northern North
Halmahera human classifiers.
6.1.3.5
Non-human classifiers
The original default non-human classifier in Northern North Halmahera is clearly ngai. It seems
generally to be used with all non-human nouns except trees (and houses),55 i.e. the nouns which take
no classifier in West Makian. The exception is Tobelo, where it only classifies fish and small thin
objects like hair.56 The function of a default classifier in Tobelo has been taken over by o-gahumu,
which is connected etymologically with Galela asu ‘be whole’.57 It is tempting to try to find some
connection between the prefix i on basic numerals in West Makian and the /i/ in ngai. However, if a
connection between the West Makian prefix i and the reconstructed prefix *Si in the Northern North
Halmahera languages is assumed, which is tentatively done here, the connection between West
Makian i and ngai cannot be made if it is not assumed that the *S was lost in ngai. Even if it is
unlikely that Proto-North Halmahera *S is reflected regularly as Ø in West Makian, there can still be
an etymological connection, because old non-functional elements like a fossilized prefix can be
expected to wear down.
It seems that there are two meanings which could motivate that futu/hutu/utu is used as a classifier for
trees: ‘hair’ and ‘source/root’. The Proto-North Halmahera reconstruction of the word from its reflexes
in Sahu, Galela and Tobelo (and Tabaru) show that it should probably be reconstructed as *futu(k).
Problems are the reflex futu for the classifier in Tidore, which would point to a reconstruction
*Putu(k) and the reflex utu in West Makian which should be *futu(k) (*hutu(k) according to
Voorhoeve) or *putu(k) if it should fit with Tidore futu. These problems perhaps only reflect an
insufficient knowledge of the sound laws of North Halmahera. The use of the classifier for houses is
probably secondary because the material used to build houses is wood. Van Baarda (1908:44) thinks
that hutu could be the original (Dutch primair) form of the Galela word duhutu ‘owner, boss,
protective spirit, spirit’.
It is tempting to regard the nga- in Sahu ngad’i-/ngad’u- as the human classifier or possibly the prefix
ngo, showing respect.58 However, the ‘house classifier’ d’u- seems difficult to connect etymologically
with the classifier for trees and houses, futu-/hutu/utu, in the other languages because Sahu /d’/ can
only be derived from Proto-North Halmahera *r or *l (Voorhoeve 1982a:235). However, the classifier
is very similar to the actor prefix ad’i/ad’u in Sahu, whith which it even shares the variability in the
The Sahuan language Gamkonora has ngai- as a classifier also for houses (Visser and Voorhoeve

55

1987:69).
It is strange that the classifier utu classifies ‘long, thin objects’ in Tobelo, but probably not hair,

56

although one of the basic meanings of the word in Tobelo is ‘hair of head’.
57

Van Baarda (1907:44) mentions that in Galela the classifier o-ngai is often exchanged with đa asu ‘in
one piece, whole’, which is not a numeral classifier according to the criteria of Holton (2014), because it
does not take the prefix o (see subsection 6.1.3.7). Perhaps it can be regarded as a quantifier, but that
will not be investigated here. In Galela, final consonants are lost, thus gahumu is completely regularly
connected etymologically to Galela asu (the final consonant /m/ is lost; the final /u/ in gahumu is a
paragogic vowel) if it is supposed that gahumu is a nominalization (see Kotynski 1995).
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One can speculate that even though the spirits living in the trees are not humans, trees are respected
because of them. When trees are felled and used to build houses, the spirits are gone, and consequently
houses have the same classifier as for trees, but without the ‘human/respected/power’ element.
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final vowel. In the Sahuan languages Waioli and Gamkonora the subject/actor prefix is du and the
classifier for trees and houses is du also in Waioli and diu for trees in Gamkonora. It seems possible
that the actor prefix59 for the third person plural in Sahu could have been prefixed to a numeral
quantifying trees or houses. However, there are several problems with this suggestion, including the
hypothesis in this study that the human classifier nga originated from an undergoer prefix and the
assumption that numerals quantifying non-humans could be inflected as verbs, which seems not to be
the case, at least in the Northeast Halmahera languages (see (10b)). The question will not be further
pursued here.
Pongo as a classifier is only recorded for Ternate, where it is a classifier for the same objects as hutu.
It is likely to be an Austronesian loanword.60
6.1.3.6

Summary of the results of the discussion of the relations between classifiers,
undergoer prefixes and fossilized prefixes on numerals
As a summary of the discussion above about the relations between the different fossilized and not
fossilized prefixes, excepting the human classifier, it can be said that the common origin of the
following prefixes are likely:
a. The basic numeral prefix i in West Makian, the reconstructed basic numeral prefix *Si in ProtoNorthern North Halmahers and the /i/ in the non-human default classifier ngai in the Northern North
Halmahera languages
b. The common animate classifier prefix di in West Makian and the third person plural stative verb
prefix di in West Makian
c. The prefix me in the human numeral for ‘one’ in West Makian and the third person animate singular
stative verb prefix ma in West Makian.
No relations between a and b has been shown. A connection between the tree classifier ngad’u/ngad’i
and the house classifier d’u with the actor prefix ad’u/ad’i in Sahu seems likely, but no good
arguments in favor of the connection, except the similarity of the forms, have been found.
6.1.3.7
Number of classifiers
According to Holton (2014), there are 16 numeral classifiers in Tobelo. He does not seem to
distinguish sortal and mensural classifiers. Among the 16 classifiers, at least dodai, which is used for
fried fish, tobiki, which is used with broken off pieces, and uhanga, which is used for bunches of
discrete objects, seem to qualify as mensural classifiers. However, the word luiti ‘to cut; to carve;
piece’ (see example (16)), which is not enumerated among Holton’s 16 classifiers, seems to satisfy the
criteria for being a (mensural) numeral classifier. One objection to this could be that moi ‘one’ is not
used as a numeral here, but is just an indefinite article. In Hueting (1908) gocela ‘bunch of areca-nuts’,
habi ‘pair’, luiti and riri ‘bunch of coconuts’ are all said to take the noun marker o. Thus it does not
seem possible to limit the number of numeral classifiers in Tobelo to 16 by using the criteria proposed
by Holton, but it seems reasonable that words which take the relational noun marker ma as a prefix
should not be considered classifiers but modifiers of the head noun (Holton 2014:91). Hayami-Allen
(2001:54) says that the different types of classifiers do not behave differently from each other in
Ternate. Because no examples are given, it is not known wheather some of the words (e.g. ‘half’,
‘quarter’) she considers to be numeral classifiers are constructed with a ma prefix. If some words are
constructed with a ma prefix, that could be a behavioural criterion for excluding the word from the
class of classifiers. If the ma criterion is adapted, it has to be accepted that of the etymologically and
semantically identical words o-eta in Tabaru and ma-leta in Galela, only the first should be regarded
as a numeral classifier. The question can be asked if it is possible to say how many numeral classifiers
59
60

Sahu “index stative verbs via the actor paradigm” (Holton 2007:256).
It is probably connected with Proto-Malayo-Polynesian *puqun ‘base of tree etc.’, which is reflected in
Central Malayo-Polynesian (e.g. Kambera puŋu ‘pole; classifier for oblong objects’ and Oceanic
languages. Less likely is that the word should be connected to Proto-Austronesian *puŋuN/Proto-MalayoPolynesian *puŋu ‘bunch, cluster (of grain, fruit, areca nuts, etc.)’ of which reflexes are also found in
East Nusantara and Oceania (for information about the Austronesian reflexes, see Blust n.d.). The word
pongo is also found with the meaning of ‘tree’ in Tidore (van Staden 2000:544).
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there are in a North Halmahera language. If the mensural classifiers are included, the task seems
impossible or at least very difficult because there are, for example, an indeterminable number of
different containers which can potentially be used as classifiers. If the task is to tell the number of
sortal numeral classifiers, it has to be possible to clearly distinguish sortal and mensural classifiers.
However, this does not seem to be so easy in all cases. In Galela the classifier utu classifies trees,
houses and bunches of bananas. In the first two cases it is a typical sortal classifier while the third is
generally considered a mensural classifier or a quantifier. The classifier lako ‘eye’ in Galela is a
classifier for sago cakes. The reason for the use of this classifier is that sago cakes are baked in moulds
where the single compartments are called ‘eyes’. In the context of production, the classifier is
mensural, but outside of that context it seems that it can be viewed as sortal, because it can be said to
classify the objects according to their inherent properties, in this case ‘the thing which was produced
in a mould with compartments called ‘eyes’’. The conclusion is that it is not easy to distinguish
between sortal and mensural classifiers in all cases. However, the question whether the class of sortal
classifiers should be regarded as open or not is left open here.
Concerning the number of sortal classifiers in Sahu, it was noted in section 5.4.4.1 that apart from the
four sortal classifiers which Voorhoeve singles out, at least bela, and probably others, must be
regarded as numeral classifiers. In Tidore there are four sortal classifiers according to van Staden. In
her word list she notes that bela is a ‘mensural classifier for thin, flat objects’, which sounds like a
description of a sortal classifier. Example (15) from the closely related Ternate seems to indicate that
bela should be regarded as a sortal classifier at least in Ternate. The conclusion is that even in Tidore
the number of sortal classifiers is uncertain, given the material available.
6.1.3.8

The numeral classifiers in the North Halmahera languages compared with
other languages in East Nusantara
Numeral classifiers are found in at least two of the main groups of the North Halmahera languages for
the following objects: humans, trees, houses (in most cases the same classifiers as for trees) and twodimensional (flat) objects. A default classifier is also generally found. In Table 15 it is shown in which
of the North Halmahera languages and in which of the Austronesian and Alor-Pantar languages
spoken in eastern Indonesia and included in the study of numeral classifiers by Klamer (2014) there
are classifiers for the above-mentioned objects.
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Table 15. Classifiers in languages in eastern Indonesia divided into three groups (first North
Halmahera languages, then Alor-Pantar languages and finally Austronesian languages; animate
classifiers are regarded as human, if a classifier classifies two types of objects, it is counted as a
classifier for both types of objects, a classifier is regarded as default if it seems that most count nouns
which do not take other classifiers take that classifier)
human
trees
houses
flat objects default
fruits
animals
West Makian
+
+
Tidore
+
+
+
+
Ternate
+
+
+
+
+
Sahu
+
+
+
+
+
Tabaru
+
+
+
+
Galela
+
+
+
Tobelo
+
+
+
+
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Teiwa
+
+
+
Western Pantar
+
+
+
Adang
+
+
+
Klon
+
+
Abui
+
+
+
Kamang
+
+
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Rongga
+
+
+
+
+
+
Tetun Fehan
+
+
Dobel
+
+
+
Buru
+
+
+
+
+
Taba
+
+
+
+
+
Magey Matbat
+
+
+
+
Kambera
+
+
+
+
From Table 15 it can be seen that special classifiers for trees and houses are absent from the AlorPantar languages and classifiers for trees are found in half of the Austronesian languages and for
houses in 2 (25%) of the languages, both of which are found (in the case of Buru marginally) in the
proposed East Nusantara sprachbund. Special classifiers for fruit are common in Alor-Pantar
languages and for animals in Austronesian languages, but not in the North Halmahera languages.
The conclusion is that the objects which are most often classified in the North Halmahera languages
are quite different from those typically classified in Alor-Pantar and Austronesian languages.
6.1.4
The co-existence of gender and numeral classifiers
It seems likely, given the existence of a numeral classifier system, that the marginal position and
probable earlier non-existence of a human numeral classifier in some North Halmahera languages, and
its absence in Galela even today, depends on the existence of other means to classify humans, in this
case a gender system (Aikhenvald 2000:287). The human classifiers were (finally?) created from a
rare source for classifiers, namely pronominal prefixes. According to Aikhenvald (2000:353-354), the
most common source of classifiers are nouns and, less commonly, verbs.
The co-existence of gender and numeral classifiers seems to be quite rare in the world’s languages.
Aikhenvald (200:185) mentions only Indo-Iranian, Dravidian and Arawak languages as having both
ways of categorisation.
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6.2

Historical implications

6.2.1

The question of the priority of animate/inanimate or human/non-human
distinction
One question is whether a gender system built on the animate/inanimate distinction as in West
Makian, or a system built on the human/non-human distinction as in the Northern North Halmahera
languages, is original for the North Halmahera languages. According to research by Schapper (2010)
languages in the northwest of the assumed East Nusantara sprachbund generally have the human/nonhuman distinction, but Ambon Malay and West Makian are exceptions. Although North Moluccan
Malay does not have this distinction, at least not in the pronouns (Paauw 2009:169), it does not seem
impossible that an influence from (Ambon?) Malay could be responsible for the for the area unusual
distribution of genders in West Makian. On the other hand, a change in the direction from a
human/non-human to an animate/inanimate distinction has been documented for Northeast Coastal
Bantu (Wald 1975). A decision on which distinction is original in the North Halmahera languages
cannot be made on present evidence.
6.2.2
Implications for subgrouping
If only the material included in this study is taken into account, the different gender system, the use of
ma for animates and the animate/inanimate distinction, set West Makian apart from the other North
Halmahera languages, confirming the common view that West Makian is more distantly related to the
other North Halmahera languages than they are related to each other.
As the human/animate classifiers have evolved from undergoer prefixes, they could be regarded as
innovations in all languages. It seems that there are three different innovations of human/animate
classifers, resulting in the classifier di- in West Makian, nga- in Ternate-Tidore and Sahu and ya- in
Tabaru and Tobelo (Galela should also be included here even though the form ya- has not developed
into a classifier). This supports the view that Ternate-Tidore and Sahu are more closely related to each
other than to other languages.
The formation of the numerals seems to indicate that Galela is more closely related to Tobelo than to
the other languages.

6.3

Discussion of method

Because it was not possible to ask informants speaking the language or use questionnaires which
experts of the languages could fill in, the possibility left was to use the written sources. The main
sources were grammars of the seven investigated languages.
On a more abstract level the method can be described as inductive. When the research questions had
been decided on, observations were made of the facts in the grammars and parts which seemed
relevant for the research were extracted to form the collection of data which formed the basis for the
analysis of the patterns which were noted and the discussion of how these patterns could be
interpreted. The answers to the research questions were based on the discussion. However, it is
important to notice that the line of research was not linear, but more like a circle or a spiral, because
insights into the material gained from a preliminary analysis sometimes made it necessary to go back
to the grammars and search for evidence which was not noted in the first round. Then the analysis had
to start again. In this way the research practice in some ways resembles the hermeneutical circle
method.
The credibility of this research depends on the quality of the sources, the way that data was collected
from the sources, whether the discussion is based on the evidence and whether the conclusions are
supported by the data. The grammars seem to be of relatively good quality. Voorhoeve was one of the
foremost experts in the area. The main problem with his two grammars is that they are very short and
have very little illustrative text material. The three grammars written in Dutch are by missionaries who
stayed in the area for a long time and knew the languages. Two grammars were doctoral dissertations.
Holton wrote a master’s thesis on Tobelo and continued to work in the area. The sections in these
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works dealing with topics which are of interest for this study were mostly well separated from other
parts, which made the collecting of the data quite easy. The main problem was incompleteness,
especially what concerns the numeral classifiers. It was often possible to analyse the data in several
different ways, so the conclusions are subjective to some extent. This means that the conclusions
probably should be regarded as having a medium credibility.
The validity of the method has to do with whether it is suitable for answering the research questions.
In the present case the only method possible, given restraints of time and funds, was to use published
sources in the way described above. If the method had been based on the use of a questionnaire or
work with informants who were mother tongue speakers of the languages it would certainly be
possible to give more complete answers to the research questions. However, it seems unlikely that the
more complete answers would have resulted in answers which contradict the answers in this study.
Thus, the method can be said to have a relatively high validity in this case.

7

Conclusions

7.1

Answers to the research questions

What are the properties and the typological profile of the noun categorisation systems?
There are two genders, animate and inanimate, in West Makian, and three, masculine, feminine and
non-human, in the Northern North Halmahera languages. The assignment is strictly semantic in all
cases. The numeral classifier systems include a human (in West Makian animate) classifier, a
general/default classifier and a classifier for trees. In most languages the classifier for trees also
classifies houses. A classifier for two-dimensional objects is found in the three main groups of the
Northern North Halmahera languages. Especially in the Northeast Halmahera languages, there are
several other sortal numeral classifiers, each of which classifies a very limited number of objects. The
exact number of sortal classifiers for each language, probably except West Makian, seems to be
difficult to determine.
What can be said about the history of the noun categorisation systems, especially of directions of
change and the origins of the elements?
The human/animate numeral classifiers have their origin in pronominal third person plural animate or
human actor and especially undergoer prefixes. The origin of a human numeral classifier in Tabaru
and Tobelo is probably very recent, and in Galela there is no human numeral classifier. The question
of whether the animate/inanimate or the human/non-human distinction is more original in the North
Halmahera languages has not been possible to answer.
Can any influence from Austronesian languages be found in the noun categorisation systems?
If the human/non-human distinction in the gender system could be shown to be original, an influence
on West Makian from some form of Malay like Ambon Malay, which has the animate/inanimate
distinction, is likely. However, because the direction of change is unknown, the conclusion is that no
influence on the gender system has been shown. A few of the forms used as numeral classifiers are
likely to be Austronesian loans, but the kind of objects which are classified are quite different from
those generally classified in the Austronesian languages in eastern Indonesia. In sum, very little
Austronesian influence on the North Halmahera noun categorisation systems has been found.
What implications for the subgrouping of the North Halmahera languages do the results have?
No firm conclusions can be drawn from the few features investigated in this study, except that West
Makian is more distantly related to the other languages than they are to each other. Tentatively Sahu is
considered more closely related to Tidore and Ternate, and Galela to Tobelo than to the other
languages.
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7.2

Suggestions for further research

Some questions relating to the categorisation systems in the North Halmahera languages which are in
need of further research are:
̶ Which are the historical sound laws of the North Halmahera languages?
Among the three studies which have been published, that of Wada (1980) does not include West
Makian, that of Voorhoeve (1982b) includes only West Makian and Tidore, and Voorhoeve (1982a)
only gives the correspondences without examples or saying on what conditions alternative reflexes
depend. A more complete study of the historical sound laws in the North Halmahera languages is
needed to make the etymologies more certain.
̶ What are the means of marking politeness, and with what persons should they be used? What is the
reason for the special status of trees? What is the reason for classifying some people and trees with the
same classifier (go-) in West Makian?
̶ How can the element nga in the classifiers ngai, ngad’i/ngad’u be explained? What is the connection
between the actor prefix ad’i/ad’u and the classifiers ngad’i/ngad’u and d’u in Sahu and can some
connection between these and the fossilized numeral prefix *ru be found?
̶ What are the exact gender resolution rules for the different languages? Are human-like creatures
(gods, demons, spirits, angels etc.) and children treated differently concerning gender in different
constructions and in different languages?
The last three questions were asked of the data for the present study, but no plausible answers was
found, even though some notes concerning the last problem are found in section 5.2.2 in this study..
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Appendix
In the table below all classifiers used with single objects which are listed in the sources are found, but
classifier used with groups of single objects, classifiers denoting containers and measures of weight
and length are excluded. Classifiers are put in the same row only if they have the same etymology and
are used for the same kind of objects. The sources are: van Staden (2000:166-169) for Tidore,
Hayami-Allen (2001:55-58) for Ternate, Visser and Voorhoeve (1987:46-51) for Sahu, Fortgens
(1928:354-355) for Tabaru, van Baarda (1908:43-50) for Galela and Holton (2014) and Hueting
(1936) for Tobelo(375-377).61
Table 17. Numeral classifiers referring to single objects (the prefix o is omitted in the Tabaru, Galela
and Tobelo classifiers)
objects for
meaning of
Tidore
Ternate Sahu
Tabaru
Galela
Tobelo
which the
classifier
(Ti)
(Te)
(S)
(Ta)
(G)
(To)
classifier is
form
used
+human
?
nganga-/na- nga+human
yaya-human, default ?
ngaingai
ngai
ngai
-human, default ‘whole, solid
đa asu
gahumu
+small object
?
ngai
+small, +thin
?
ngai
+fish
?
ngai
+tree62
‘hair of head; futuhutu
utu
hutu
source’
+tree
?
pongo
+tree
?
ngad’i/
ngad’u
-tree, +plant
‘hair of head; futusource’
-tree, +plant
?
ngai(?)
ngai
+house
hutu
utu
hutu
utu
+house
‘hair of head; ngai-(?)
source’
+house
?
d’u
+house
?
pongo
+thin, +long
‘hair of head;
utu
source’

61

Holton (2014) supersedes Holton (2003) and partly supersedes Hueting (1936). The differences with the
earlier works are: dodai, hara, hidete and tobiki are not mentioned in Holton (2003:14), but nyawa for
people is mentioned; in Hueting (1936:375) nyawa is also mentioned, dobiki is mentioned instead of
tobiki, but dodai, hara and hidete are not mentioned, while hutu ‘night’, for a time period of 24 hours, is
mentioned.

62

The dictionary meanings of futu/hutu/utu are: utu ‘root of tree, vein’ (West Makian); hutu ‘hair’
(Tidore); futu 1. ‘night’, 2. (sortal classifier for plants and trees) (Tidore); hutu 1. ‘hair’, 2. ‘root’
(Ternate); futu ‘night’ (Ternate); utu 1. ‘hair of head’, 2. ‘night’ (Sahu); utu’u ‘root, aerial root, buttress;
well, source of river’ (Sahu); hutu 1. ‘hair of head’, ‘source (of river)’, 2. ‘piece (classifier)’ (Galela); utu
1. ‘hair of head’, 2. (classifier for long and thin objects), 3. source (of river) (Hueting (1908) explains
that this is the place where a river is thin as a hair), 4. ‘(something) else, 5. ‘a little’ (Tobelo). Holton
(2014:92) gives the gloss ‘stem, hair’ for Tobelo.
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objects for
which the
classifier is
used
+2-dimensional,
+long
+long, thin, or
flat
+2-dimensional,
+long
+2-dimensional,
+flexible
+1-dimensional,
+long

+bamboo
+plants with
clumps
+bamboo stools
+bamboo stools
+aren palm
fibres
+root crops
+torch
+parts of
roofing
+palm roof
thatch
+boat
+sarong
+rope
+copper wire
for fish hooks
+sago cake
+sago cake

meaning of
classifier
form
To ‘to split’,
Te: ‘piece’
S: ‘strip,
slice’
G: ‘split
thing’
‘coil of rope’
‘the sewed,
string’
‘stem (of
cloves, etc.)
‘a swallow
(of drink)’
‘clump
(grass)’
‘hereditary
group’

Tidore
(Ti)

Ternate
(Te)

Sahu
(S)

Tabaru
(Ta)

Galela
(G)

bela

Tobelo
(To)

belaka
bela
eta

ma-leta
liranga
guriti

oki
nahiri
oa
rera
liunu

‘end’
‘root’
‘wrapping’63
‘foot, base’64

baha
saru
desoro

‘to peck’65

deso
đohu

todili

‘sail’
‘seam’
‘strand’66

dehoro

tudili
hidete

buta

ute-ute
buta
duro

aako

lako

67

‘eye’68
‘face’

biono

63

Holton (2014:92) gives the meaning ‘resin’. Hueting (1908) translates the word “make resin into
torches” (hars tot flambouwen maken) and ‘the wrapping’ (het omhulsel) for Tobelo. Van Baarda (1895)
gives approximately the same translations for Galela, and also explains that to make torches, resin is
smeared on and rolled into a covering of certain leaves which are bound together tightly below.

64

đohu ‘foot’ is the wooden lath around which the palm-leaves are sewed. This serves as units of roofing
(van Baarda 1908:45).
Hueting (1908) registers one verb, ‘to peck’ (pikken, oppikken) and one noun, ‘the stock or staff around

65

which one sews the roof covering’ (het stokje or stafje waaromhen men de takbedekking (kàtu) naait).
66

Ropes consist of twisted strands.

67

A nominalization of turo ‘make a fishhook (of copper wire)’ (van Baarda 1895).

68

Sago cakes are baked in a mould which is divided into six compartments. These compartments are
called lako ‘eye’ in Galela (Baarda (1908:44)). See subsection 6.1.3.7.
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objects for
which the
classifier is
used
+word
+word
+one of a pair
+roof plates
+time
+rice/maize
+broken off
piece
piece
+piece of land

69

meaning of
classifier
form

Tidore
(Ti)

‘breaking’69
‘cut’

Ternate
(Te)

Sahu
(S)

Tabaru
(Ta)

Galela
(G)

Tobelo
(To)

dola
dola
betongo

‘the unpaired
one’
‘turn, times’
‘times’70
‘grain’

ma-loti
hara
walo71

walo/alo
ngiri72
dobiki73

‘cut of thing’
‘piece of
land’
‘half’
‘quarter’

ngogu
betu
boga
gaki

The only meaning of the word in van Baarda (1895) is ‘breaking’. In van Baarda (1908:44) dola is
mentioned as a classifier of words with the meaning ‘rise (of the stem)’.

70

The example given in Hayami-Allen (2001:55) for Ternate alo is not a classifier as there is no noun
which is classified by alo ‘times’ (the asterisk below means that the glossing is wrong):
(1N)

Wange
moi
sun
one
‘I bathe twice a day.’

to=ma-hodo
1SG=MVM-pour

alo
*CLF(times)

mdidi
two

The word is found as para ‘time, turn’ in Galela, e.g. ma-para ma-sinóto (RNM-time RNM-two) ‘twice’ (van
Baarda 1895), hara ‘time, turn’ in Tobelo (Hueting 1908) and warasa ‘time, turn’ in Tabaru (Fortgens
1928:355). However, at least orasa ‘time, season’ in Sahu (Visser and Voorhoeve 1987:147), oras ‘time’
in Ternate (Hayami-Allen 2001:345) and oras ‘moment’ in Tidore (van Staden 2000:543) seem to be a
Portuguese loanword.
71

Only found in the Tomalou dialect (van Staden 2000:167). An example:
(2N)

hadi
week
‘two weeks’

walo-malofo=ge
CL(time)-two=there

Van Staden thinks that the Tomalou dialect is probably conservative here, because the expression kere
al-moi ‘once upon a time’ is found also in other dialects.
72

Used in o-ngiri moi (NM-grain one) ‘a little’ (van Baarda 1908:44). It is not mentioned whether it can be
used with other numerals than ‘one’.

73

tobiki in Holton (2014). The classifier is not mentioned in Holton (2003).
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